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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to show how a public
assistance program has developed to meet the needs of a

rapidly urbanizing society, and how, in Louisiana, this
program has evolved from an incidental, casual, and un

certain activity of local governing units to an integrated,
well-organized governmental function.

Legislative provisions for aid to dependent in
dividuals form the base of the study; statistical informa
tion concerning the extent of assistance and explanation
of the administrative organization of the various public

assistance agencies bring out the sociological implications
of a public assistance program.
The activities of Louisiana’s unemployment relief

agencies of the recent era, the Unemployment relief Com
mission, the Emergency Belief Administration, and the
Federal "Emergency Relief Administration, are considered,

for not only are work relief and direct relief interrelated,

but these work relief programs were forerunners of the

present system of public assistance which functions through

the cooperative effort of the nation, state and parish.

DKVKLOPMENT OF PUBLIC ASLISlzdMCE IN LOUISIANA

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

It is the object of this study to show how public

assistance, particularly in Louisiana, has developed from
an incidental,haphazard and irregular activity to a stan

dard, organized governmental funotion.

The principles

upon which rest much of contemporary social legislation

are not new, and especially is it true that the public

assistance provisions of the social security Act follow
fairly well established lines of welfare action.
A large amount of research has resulted from the in

auguration of a national relief progfam, and many facts

and figures have been accumulated and examined.

In the

haste of unemployment relief, rehabilitation, and the
numerous emergency measures, little attention was given
to the formulation of concepts, so that at present a

definite need exists for more thorough analysis of the
accumulated facts and particularly for a clarification of

3

ideas relative to security and welfare.1

This is not said to minimize the importance
of many facts and figures, but to suggest
the need for better analysis, for greater
search for meanings, and especially for the
formulation of concepts which can be accepted
as the very sills of our current social life
and legislation, because they have rootage in
the past and possess "reasonableness" in the
present

I.

TERMINOLOGY

The entire analysis of the development of public

assistance depends upon making a proper distinction

between that and related fields.

The following terms

cannot be said to be absolutely distinct in meaning,

for both in theory and practice they are used with a

considerable amount of variation; yet, a tendency to
differentiate between certain of these concepts is making
itself felt.

The term public welfare has come to be used in
designating those governmental services rendered to cer

tain groups of the population:

the insane, the feeble

minded, the adult delinquent, and the dependent and

^J. H. Kolb, "Social security as a Function of
Society," Hural Sociology. Ill, No. 3, (March, 1938)
pp. 11-19.
*7bid.. p. 12.
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delinquent child.3

Dr. Elizabeth w'isner in her study

Public ..elfare Administration in Louisianadevotes
nost of her consideration to the "public welfare in

stitutions of the state, '• or those institutions which
have developed for the specialized cure of persons who
need protection, and those who lack means of subsistence,

and "over whom the state exercises a measure of com

*
pulsion
“
The term relief, while still generally used to

connote material benefits from public funds, both when
the individual is required to work for the benefits and

when the relief is direct, or more correctly a grant,

has come to be used more exclusively in referring to
work relief and benefits extended through public works

and governmental projects aiming to reduce unemployment.
It is essential to differentiate relief from public
assistance, the latter being entirely direct in its
character.

Public assistance, as a concept, embodies

only those factors relative to the care of persona

3E. C. Lindeman, "Public Welfare," Edwin R. A.
deligman, ed. encyclopedia of the Jooial hoiences
(New York: The L&ciaillan Company, 1937) pp. 687-89.

^Elizabeth Eisner, Public welfare administration
in Louisiana. social service Research monograph No. 11
Tuhicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1930)
Introduction, p. xiii.
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incapable of employment because of physical incapacities,
immaturity, or old age.

It is used more exclusively to

embrace the provisions for services to thiB group as

carried out under the statutes of the various states.

Because of the recent Social security Legislation which
created a special bureau of .• ublic Assistance to admin!-

ster those sections of the act dealing with Aid to
Dependent Children, Old Age Assistance, and Aid to the

Needy Blind, it has tended to become somewhat more res5
tricted as to meaning.

II.

SCOPE OF STUDY

This study is concerned with the development of

legislative action in Louisiana providing care for par
ticular groups of the population such as the aged, the

blind, the crippled, and dependent children.

Emphasis

will be placed on the activities of the agencies concerned
with direct relief to unemployables, as opposed to work

relief.

The line of demarcation is vague between that

group of Individuals whioh must be classified as unemploy
able, and the group which is eligible for work relief.

5Edith Abbott, "Public Assistance,” Social tork
Yearbook 1937, Russell H. Kurtz ed. (New York: Russell
Sage Foundation, 1937), pp. 361-5.
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‘The term unemployable is an arbitrary one, and the
classification of individuals as done by the various

agencies rather than differentiation according to def
inition, must be the basis of distinction.

.'here work relief agencies have been the forerunners

of agencies concerned with unemployable relief, as in the
case of the Unemployment Relief Commission, such agencies
will be included because of their developmental importance.

The work relief agencies of the present era will not be
considered us agencies concerned with public assistance,
for even with the conceptual elasticity of terminology,

the nature of their programs and activities prohibits
their inclusion as a part of the present public assistance
program,

dome statistical information relative to the

extent of relief extended through work relief agencies
will be Incorporated for comparative purposes.
Since a large part of public assistance has been
administered on the local or parish level rather than by

the state or Federal government, as much data as possible
concerning the extent of relief when supported by the

parishes will be included.

The task of thoroughly search

ing the records of sixty-four parishes is prohibitive,

but records of one parish have been examined exhaustively,
and its public assistance activities will be analyzed in

an effort to relate the Louisiana statutory provisions,

7
local administration and extent of assistance granted,

to the development of public administration and its

future trends.
In large part this study deals with three phases of

public assistance:

(1) statutory provisions for assis

tance, (2) method of administering such assistance, and

(3) extent or amount of assistance granted.
III.

SOURCES

Louisiana Acts and United Jtates Statutes at Large.

form the basis of the study of legal provisions for public

assistance.

These also give some of the statutory enact

ments for Federal, state, and Local administrative require
ments, although more detailed information was obtained from

bulletins published by the various agencies on rules,

regulations and administrative duties.
Statistical information concerning the extent of
assistance and relief granted prior to 1936 have been made

available by the state office of the ’'forks Progress Admin
istration.

Data concerning the extent of assistance granted

by the State Department of Public Welfare has been furnished

through that department, in addition to this.information

collected by Douglas Gvendson, Deputy Commissioner of Public
,-elfare, concerning the amount of assistance granted by

various agencies as of April, 1927; April, 1935; April,

8

1936; April, 1937.

These are of value in comparing the

direct relief activities as administered by various
agencies.

In order to show the extent of direct relief and the
method of administering such relief prior to the creation

of specialized i>ublio assistance agencies, an analysis of
the assistance activities of Rapides Parish is made.

The

basis for this analysis is the accumulated data from

minutes and records of the Rapides Parish Police Jury,
relative to the care of such individuals as were eligible

for assistance under the public assistance provisions of
the Louisiana statutes

CHAPTER II

historic background of relief
The problem of oaring for destitute members of a popu

lation is not new, and history records systems by which the
needy were aided as far back as 20U0 B.C.

The ancient

Chinese took aocount of their poor; the Romans dispensed grain

to needy soldiers and other groups of individuals who were not
self-sustaining.

In spite of these examples of benevolent

interest in the needy, there is little evidence that there
existed in anolent societies any practical system ?hlch aimed

to relieve destitute conditions among people who were physi
cally Incapable of employment.1

In Asia, in China, In home we find examples of efforts

to care for indigent individuals.

In each of these instances,

the recorded attempt to care for needy persons developed as a

concommitant of a trend toward urbanization.

In primitive and

less complex societies, the care of destitute persons was the
responsibility of the family, clan or local group.

It has

^Tohn M. Gillette, and James M. Reinhardt. Current Social
Problems (New York: American Book Company, 1933), pp. 188-217.
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never been until a society developed cities and individual
relationships became more complex, that there has developed

a need for an institution or system by which the destitute

could be cared.
The principles upon which rest much of contemporary legis

lation regarding assistance for dependent individuals are not

The techniques and methods at present employed in admin

new.

istering this assistance are uniquely urban developments, and
it is to be expected that they should reach an unprecedented
height in a civilization where urbanization and the growth of

cities have been the most profound social phenomenon.

1.

EUROPEAN ACTIVITIES IN REGARD TO PUBLIC ASSI3TANCJ

One of the largest groups of dependent individual® la the

In Europe, general Interest in providing security for

aged.

this group manifested itself about the beginning, of the ninee
teenth century. Two general systems of granting assistance

arose:

one, a system of non-contributory assistance grants,

the other, a compulsory contributory old age insurance.

The

Social Security program of the United States combined both of
these systems, but only the development of »,^e non-contributory

grants can be herein considered, as a part of a public assis

tance program.

The first country to inaugurate an old age assistance
program was Denmark, which in 1891 provided grants to needy

11

individuals above the age of sixty-five, or in the case of
those incapacitated to work, the age limit »as lowered three

lhe program was carried out by shared financi 1 and

years,

administrative obligations on the part of both the state
p
government and the communes.

Sew Zealand was the next country to establish such a
program.

By the outbreak of the .iorld war, similar systeias

had been established in Great Britain, Australia, Newfoundland

Iceland and nominally in France.

By 1933, twenty countries

had made legislative provisions for some form of old age
assistance and/or insurance program.
'
*
A large portion

of the legislation in the United states,

incorporated into the statutes of the various states prior to
the Ucrld <>ar, which dealt with the care of dependent indi

viduals can be traced back directly to the poor laws of
England, which were passed some three hundred years ago and
provided for institutional care of dependents in work houses,

.lthou, h our first welfare legislation can be traced to one

of the first attempts on the part of a government to care
for its needy individuals, it has only been of recent years

‘'Social Security in America. The iactual Background of
the Social Security Act as Jummariaed by the Committee on
Economic Security (Published by the locial Security board,
ashlngtoni Government Printing Office, 1937), pp, 181-r.
3Ibid., pp. 161-6.
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that we have again turned our eyes to European countries

and inquired into the developments of public assistance

legislation, since we first glanced at the welfare pro~
visions of Elizabethan statutes.
II.

RETARDED DEVELOPMENT OF STATE PAhTIClPATION IN

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE ACTIVITIES IN THE UNITED STATES

By the terms set forth in the beginning of this thesis,

public assistance, as a concept, embodies only factors
related to the governmental granting of funds for the care

of, and assistance to, persons physically incapable of em
ployment.

Disabled persons are always present in any society

although both their relative number and the degree of their
dependency varies in both time and apace.

Thus the question

arises, how were such Individuals cared for prior to the
advent of organized charity and the subsequent participation
in the administration of public assistance on the part of

the various governmental agencies?

The majority of studies

dealing with the care of unemployables consider private
charity agencies, the church and assistance from local

governing units as the starting point from which our present

system of social security evolved.

Yet from the perspective

of our entire national history, these agencies have only

been concerned with public assistance for a relatively short
period, and only during the decade after the

;orld >.ar can
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they be said to have entered into extensive activities in
the field.
The first institution which was concerned with the care

of the destitute members of a group was the family.

In the

United States, this institution played a more important role
in education and the care of dependents during the first

century of our national history, than did the European
familial institutions during the same period.

In general,

the European family felt the degenerative effects resulting

from urbanization before this trend manifested itself on

the new continent.
In an article in Rural Sociology, ty E. L. Morgan4,

the difference between the development of, and public opinion
toward, public welfare in urban and rural loc; lities is clearly

brought out.

Dr. Morgan states that the development of pub

lic welfare is a uniquely urban phenomenon and, in the United

States, it wes not until the federal Government inaugurated

a national program of relief, that the rural population had
e system which provided for the cere of its needy individuals.
The reasons given by Dt. Morgan for the development of public
assistance along with the trend of urbanization might be

4E. L. Morgan, "National Policy and Rural Public Welfare
Rural Sociology. I, No. 1 (March, 1936).
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summarized as follows:

with population congestion and im

proved methods of communication the problems of disadvantaged

families could not escape notice, and because of education

and the organization of social groups and clubs, urban con
ditions favored the development of public opinion regarding
the cities
*

responsibility fox the underprivileged.

Yet,

because of impersonal relationships which characterize urban

relationships, these humanitarian interests were necessarily
institutionalized •

Between 1880 and 1920 the per cent of individuals engaged

in agriculture in the United States decreased from 44.1 per

cent to 26.3 per cent, and for the same period ti o rural popufi
lation decreased in proportion from 71.5 to 48.6 per cent.
This accelerated trend of urbanization and resulting standard

ization was accompanied by a change in the form of familial

institutions.

The rural American family, during t. e period

previous to the vanquished frontier, is comparable to the
stem family type, described at length by A. E. Sohaeffle,
Le Play, and later in this country by C. C. Zimmerman.

This

type of family unites one child to the parental household and
supplies the other off-spring with independence.

The stem*

6Carl C. Zimmerman, and Pitrim A. Sorokin, Principles
hural-Urban Sociology (New York: Henry Holt and Company,
1931), pp. 612-17.
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family encourages the maintenance of familial tradition,
exhibits qualities of stability, develops strong work habits,

and holds the family responsible for the welfare of its

members.67
The unstable family is a product of urbanization and

increased mobility.

In the United 3tates, it developed as

a concommltant of these trends.

’’The stem family, unlike

the unstable family, causes the state little worry about
poor relief.

Kether, it furnishes the public and private

enterprises with an increasing number of other stem families.
It supplies individuals who find security in the home and do
7
not need to rely on the stute."

Ae the foim of our familial institutions changed, and
the duty of caring for dependent individuals vas not Included

in the functions of the urbanized family form, other agencies
were forced to assume the responsibility of caring for these

individuals.

The church, private charity agencies, communi

ties, and local governing units, gradually took over the

responsibility, but their efforts were unorganised, confused,
even at best they were inadequate and marked by a remarkable

lack of coordination.

6Carl G. Timmerman, and Merle E. Trampton. hamily and
Society. a Jtudy of the Sociology of Keconstruction (New
York: D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1935), pp. 121-169.

7Ibid., p. 127.
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long after the trend of urbanization had manifested
itself, and the government had, of necossity, increased

governmental control and activities in carrying out duties
which in the past had been relegated to the family, e.g.,

education and public health, the American political philosophy
was, theoretically, one of "laissez faire,” or non-intervention

on the part of the government into economic, or social,

affairs.

This philosophy w s strongly crystallized in public

opinion regarding the causes of poverty and dependency.

The

individual '.as held responsible for any Inability to support

himself or his family, and his dependency was blamed upon
any undesirable trait which could be connected with his
family or condition. '

It was because of this situation that

large scale action in regard to public assistance and social

seourlty was deferred until the situation became oritioal.

Ahlle it la true that the most significant development in
regard to public assistance has taken place since the finan
cial depression and recent condition of economic insecurity,
it cannot be

denied that this development has been cumulative

from other years, and that the need for public assistance has

been present, intermittently, throughout our entire national
history.9

r-Qillette, and helnhardt, op. olt.. pp. 18R-193.
^Portions of this chapter were used in the Annual Report
of the Department of Public welfare. 1937.

CHAPTER III

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE IN LOUISIANA PRIOR TO 1932
It was not until the beginning of the twentieth cen
tury that the trend towards centralization of governmen
tal activities in the state, as opposed to Unitarian

administration began to make Itself felt in Louisiana.
Prior to the past three decades and the consequent im
proved methods of transportation and comxaunioation, the

parisn seats were, of necessity, the oenter of all politi
cal, social, and economic activities.

The alleviation of

these conditions of territorial Isolation gave impetus to
more centralized administrative programs.

However, as is

often the oase, social change lagged behind physical change

and for a while the system of administering assistance was
totally inadequate.

I.

EARLY LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO

ASSIST THE INDIGENT DISABLED

In 1817, a bill was introduced in the legislature "To
Provide for the Relief of th© Poor in the state" but failed
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to pass.1

Dr. Elizabeth Eisner in her study states that

in 1870 another attempt was made to enact a law providing
state-wide poor assistance, but was rejected for fear it

would encourage laziness and make "Louisiana a receptacle
for the poor of other states.

The only definite provision made by the legislature
prior to 1868, in regard to the care of the needy disabled,

was in the form of grants-ln-aid to several parishes.

In

1821, the legislature set aside $400.00 to be used in the

parish of East baton Rouge, and v800.00 to be used in St.

Tammany "for the relief of sick and distressed strangers."^
This act was passed to relieve u particular situation, or

solve a problem which was not state-wide in its nature,
9

as is indicated in section l.of the act:
the parishes of East Baton

"it appears that

and 3t. Tammany, and the

Charity Hospital at New Orleans, from their local situa

tion have incurred, and must in the future naturally in
cur heavy expense for the support of the sick and indigent
stranger."

In 1822, a similar act was passed setting*
2

^Elizabeth Uisner, The History of Public .elfare
Administration in Louisiana (Social Service ,..o no graphs,
No. 11, Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1^30),
pp. 24-31
2Ibid ,

^Louisiana Acts, 1821, p. 44.
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aside

400.00 to be used in .ushington Parish "for the re-

lief of sick and distressed strangers.**

4

In the city of Baton Rouge, as early as 1821, a

system, of poor relief was inaugurated, whereby any desti

tute individual who had been a resident of the parish for
at least one year, and who was unable to procure subsis
tence, was placed on the parish poor list and received

not over 50 cents a day for support uud u corresponding
amount for medical care, if necessary.

5

rtlcle 126 of the Constitution of 1868, made it

mandatory upon each parish to support all paupers resid
ing within its limits," yet this article was not enz»
forced. In the Constitution of 1879, provisions were

again made for a state-wide assistance program, and in

his address to the legislature in 1880 Governor «iltz

discussed at length the importance of such u program.
article 163 devolves upon each parish the duty
of supporting all infirm, sick, and disabled
paupers residing within its limits. The
legislature should prevent by law these un
fortunate classes in any parish from becoming

^Louisiana acts. 182
,
*
. p. 68.
®r>lsner, op. oit.. p. 26.

6Louisiana Constitution. 1879. Article 163.
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a charge on other parishes. The rule is
wholesome and just, and under its beneficient
influence the afflicted poor of every parish
will find shelter, subsistence and protec
tion; but provision must be made against
mendicant and vagrant pauperism, so that each
parish will be called upon to sustain and
protect its own impoverished and helpless
inhabitants. The increasing numbers, in
solent behavior and malicious audacity of
a class of healthy vagabond mendicants who
have recently invaded Louisiana call for re
pressive penal legislation.”
II.

IN-DOOR RELIEF

In Louisiana, although much of the law is based on
the Napoleonic Code, there failed to be incorporated in

the statutory system any provisions for a highly centra
lized system of poor relief and Institutional care of the
needy, disabled, and sick, which characterized public
assistance in France during the Napoleonic period--des-

pite the fact that during most of this period Louisiana

was a colony of France.

Nor did the concept of droit

d’assistance realized by the Estats Generaux have a coun

terpart in the territory.8
Louisiana had none of the poor law background which,
particularly in New England gave rise to an extensive*
6

7Louisiana House Journal. 1880. p. 13.

6Wisner, op ♦ cit.. p. 24.
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development of poor farms and work houses.

Dr. Wisner states

that in 1841, legislative provision was made for the
Q
institutional care of paupers, however, Louisiana Acts of
that period do not bear out the statement.

It was not until

1880, that the Police Juries of the various parishes were
authorized

to buy or lease a farm or other home for the
infirm, sick, und disabled paupers reBiding
within Its parish, and to make such arrange
ment as it may deem necessary for the proper
management thereof, and to maxe the same
wholly or partially self-sustaining.
Information regarding the extent to which the parishes

entered into the program is unusually soant.

The only

studies made concerning the cost and extent of poor farms
or almshouses were made comparatively recently, and the

most comprehensive of these were prepared by the United
States Bureau of Labor Statistics.The first such study

Q

Wisner, op. oit., p. 25.
10
Louisiana Acts, 1880. Wo. 42.

"^Estelle m. Stewart, United States Bureau of Labor
Statistics Bulletin 386. "The Cost of American Almshouses"
(Washington, D.C.; Government Printing Office, 1929).
United Otates Bureau of Labor Statistics Bulletin
505. "Directory of ilomes for the Aged in the United states"
(Washington, D.C.; Government Printing Office, 1929).
Unitea States Bureau of Labor ptatistios Bulletin
489. "Care of Aged Persons in the United states"
(Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1929).
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was published in 192b, on the results of an investigation
made in 1923, concerning the cost of maintaining America’s

system of almshouses.

Five almshouses in Louisiana were

Included in the report; these gave institutional care to

a total of twenty-five persons.

The average amount of

public funds spent per farm was $237.60, with a total
annual cost of maintenance of $5,940.00.

In 1929, the

Bureau of Labor statistics published the Birectory of Homes
for the Aged in the United States. and a bulletin entitled,
Care of Aged Leople in the United States.

In these studies,

17 homes were reported in Louisiana, all but one being relig

ious, fraternal, or private.

The only information made available on the history of

the parish poor farms concerned the establishment of one in
Rapides Parish, which went out of existence in 1920.

>.t

that time there were three inmates, who, it was proved,
were not in need of assistance.

In the following chapter

are incorporated notes, taken from the minutes and records

of the Police Jury of Rapides Parish, relative to the main
tenance and care of paupers and the indigent disabled
during the period when public assistance was administered
by the local units, which serve to illustrate the inadequacy

and uncertainty of assistance administered entirely by the

parishes with no stete coordinating agency.
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III.

OUT-DOOB tv LIKE AJD CATEGORICAL ASSISTANCE

The Act of 1880, popularly known as the "i’auper Laws”

which made provision for the institutional care of the poor,
also made it mandatory on the Police Juries to provide, out

of parish funds, for the support of the destitute and
helpless.

It is the duty of the police jury to provide
for the support of all Infirm, sick and dis
abled paupers residing within the limits of
the parish, except such as may reside in
municipal corporations, either exempt or par
tially exempt from parish taxation; the Jury
must adopt such measures as it deems just
and necessary to ascertain the names, situa
tion and condition of all such, in order
that Lt may provide for the entire support
of the utterly destitute and helpless and
the partial support or assistance of others^
according to their circumstances and needs.

In 1908, it became mandatory for the police juries to
provide for the funeral expenses of puupers, provided the
amount to be expended should not exceed $15.00.

13

In 1916,

the charity work of the parishes was further enlarged by
14
the creation of an ’’Alms Fund"
in parishes having cities
of from 25,000 to 100,000 population.

rxiutsiana nets. 1880. No. 42.

13

Louisiana xcts. 1908. No. 208.
3,4Louisiana ^cts, 1916,
No. 235.

Thl3 fund was
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collected from a percentage distribution of fines and

forfeitures of bonds.
fund should not exceed

It was stipulated in the act that the

50,000.00, and that only the in

terest from the fund itself could be drawn upon.

This

money was to be donated to non-sectarian charity organizations.
TABLE I

SUBSlDlUB ORATED TO PRIVATE ANGKNCl&S BY THE POLICE JURlEo*

Year

Number of
Par i she s

amount

1931

27

$61,517

1932

24

33,396

1933

22

32,088

1934

25

53,769

%

*Lilly H. Nairne,
Btudy of Relief to the Unemployed
with Special Reference to a Future Public welfare Program"
(unpublished master’s thesis, New Orleans: ‘Tulane School of
Social Service, 1935).
Toward the end of the seootid decade of the twentieth

century, a trend, which was well under way in most of the

other states, manifested itself in Louisiana.

There was an

increased belief that certain groups were entitled to
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assistance and financial help in their own homes.

This

trend and the resultant legislation marked a progressive

step in the development of Louisiana’s public assistance

program, for aid granted by institutional care on poor farms
has long been considered the least effective and the Least
desirable way of administering help to needy individuals.
In 1928, the State Legislature created the Louisiana

State Board for the Blind,

the duty of which was to act as

a bureau of information and industrial aid for the blind.
The same act required that the Police Jury of eaoh parish
set aside a sum, not to exceed £300.00 annually, for each

needy blind person in the parish.

The act stipulated that

only those blind persons who were above the age of sixty and

were mentally incapacitated or had other physioal handicaps
other than blindness which made them incapacitated for any

kind of vocation, could be classified as "needy blind."

In

1934, this act was amended and the new act lowered the
17
maximum annual grant to £120.00.

15

For the development in other states, see Social
Security in America. The Factual Background of ti^e Social
Security Act as Summarized by the Committee on Sconaaic
Security (Published by the Social SecurityBoard, Washington
D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1927).

16Louisiana Acts. 1928. No. 101
17

Louisiana Acts, 1934, No. 184
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During the year 1934, 33.4 per cent1819of the blind

population of the state was receiving grants from the perish

funds.

This percentage is probably inaccurate as it is

based on the 1930 census, and the blind census is admittedly

incomplete.
The Jtate of Louisiana appropriated $13,200.00 for the

care and treatment of the blind during the year 1932-33;

anti for 1934-35 .#15,000.00 was set usiue for this purpose.
Preventive measures also cuiao to the fore and in 1932,

?2,630.52 was spent for glasses for indigent children and
In 1934, $9,000.00 was spent

,>188.17 for emergency relief.

for glasses and $2,412.00 for relief.

The blind were oared

for during 1935 with funds collected by the parishes from

the gasoline tax.

19

In Louisiana, by Act 46 of 1930, there was created far

the purpose of administering the provisions of the act, a
State Children’s Aid Board.

The object of the act was to

enable dependent mothers with children under sixteen to re

main at home, and by alleviating distress in such cases, to
prevent the disruption of homes on the grounds of poverty
alone.

18
19

It was further provided that the parishes wmoh

5upra. Note 15, p. 301.
Nairne, op. cit.
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accepted the provisions and benefits of the aot should
appoint a similar board, to whioh the duty of local adminis

tration of the statutory provisions should be relegated.

In order to share in the benefits of the State program, the
parishes were required to appropriate a minimum fund of

4500.00 for Children’s Aid, this sum to be supplemented by
a grant from the State of £1,000,00.

tahen a parish expended

funds for Children’s Aid, in excess of ,£1,500.00, 50 per

cent of the additional funds was to be reimbursed by the
State.

Unfortunately, both the perishes and the State failed

to make the appropriations necessary to carry out the pro

visions of the act.

The last legislative act, prior to 1056, which had a
direct bearing on public assistance and the care of needy
disabled persons was enacted in 1932.

This act made it

mandatory on the police juries to support all indigent
crippled persons residing within their respective parishes.

2o

It was stipulated that only those crippled persons who were

above the age of fifty, and who had been deformed or

crippled from birth were to be considered under the law.
Dr. Eisner reports on information Becured from the

Board of Charities and Corrections, as of July, 1929, show
ing that only six parishes had appropriated funds for out-door

‘'Louisiana Acts, 1932, No. 32.
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relief purposes, ana that lor that year the appropriations
totaled il9,500.u0. x

Her statement that these figures are

probably incomplete is borne out by reports and information
<gg
collected by the Department of Public Welfare,
and by
23
investigations carried out by Lilly H. Nairne.

Reports of the police juries for the month of April,
1927, reveal that in 14 parishes no funds whatsoever were

expended for the care of the indigent, disabled, ana sick.

The police juries of four otner parishes either did not
extent any assistance, or railed to report it.

The remain

ing 4b parishes (exclusive of Orleans) reported a total cuae

load of 1,497, ranging by parish from one each in LaSalle

and Jackson to 98 in Calcasieu.

The average paid per case

in the various parishes for that month ranged from $2.50 to

$15.39, with a general relief level of #5.39.

According to Miss Nairne’s investigation, the annual
police jury appropriation for 1931 ranged from $40.00 in
Washington to $14,698.00 in Calcasieu.

That these funds

were not adequate and that the needs of the parishes were

21

22

Wisner, op. oit.. p. 31.

Information concerning the amount of assistance granted
by Police Juries for the month of April, 1927, accumulated
by Douglas Svendson, and made available through the Depart
ment of Public Welfare.
23
Nairne, op. cit.
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not fully met, is indicated by tile fact that in April, 1935,

alone,

Vashingtou iarish expended through Its gasoline tax

fund,

1,666.16 for relief and Calcasieu spent for the same

period 34,844,60,
TABLE II
TOTAL POLICE JUBY Ai PBOPKIATIONii FOB ASSISTANCE
*

Year

Number of
Parishes

Amount

1931

53

114,616.00

1932

54

121,763.00

1953

48

96,097.00

1934

52

121,026.00

*Nairne, op. cit.
IV.

SUMMARY

Attempts on the part of the state to extend aid to oertain disadvantaged Individuals began early in the nineteenth

century, and emphasis was placed on the needed cure of desti
tute strangers.

It was not until 1880 that state legislative

action recuired the local governing units to care for all

infirm, sick and disabled paupers, and enabled them to pro

vide institutional care for such persons.
During the first decades of the twentieth century, the
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growing belief that certain groups of the population were
entitled to care and assistance, was crystalized in a series

of legislative acts concerning the welfare of mothers and
dependent children, the crippled, the blind, and the aged.
Because of the failure of the parishes and the state to

make sufficient appropriations, a state-wide program of
public assistance failed to develop.

CIIAPTEH IV
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE IN RAPIDES PARISH

From 1880 through 1934, various state legislative
enactments provided that the parishes should give aid and
extend services to certain groups of the population:

(1)

by providing institutional oare for indigent, sick and
disabled paupers; (2) by indirect assistance through sub

sidies granted various charity organizations; (3) by pro
viding for the funeral expenses of paupers; (4) by granting

funds for assisting destitute crippled persons over fifty

years of age, indigent and sick paupers and mothers of
dependent children.
The Police Juries of the parishes had the power to

make all the necessary regulations for the support of the

poor, and to administer these activities themselves.

In

Louisiana, the Police Juries are comparable to the County

Boards of other states.

They are composed of representa

tives from the warda of the parishes on a population

ratio basis.

Since it is impossible to determine the actual extent

of public assistance as administered in each of the G4
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parishes prior to 1935, an analysis is herein made of public
assistance as carried on in Rapides Parish.

This parish is centrally located in Louisiana, and
at one time enjoyed a degree of prosperity because of the

flourishing lumber industry, but with the depletion of
the forests, mills have moved away.

Alexandria, the Perish

Seat, serves es a trade center for the surrounding agricul
tural section and is important as a railroad center.

Rapides is comparatively thickly populated and Alexandria

is a town of 30,000 population.

Topographically, Rapides

might be divided into pine flats, alluvial sections, bluff and
prairie land which are drained by the Bayous Boeuf, Rapides,
*
si
Jean de Jean and flagon and the Red, Calcusier and Sabine

Rivers; 60 per cent of the parish is upland, with Jess then
25 per cent of that portion being in cultivation.

A large

part of the upland is cut-over forest land, much of which is

included in the Kisatchie National Forest that extends almost

completely across the southern end northern part of the
parish.^-

As is the case in many perishes, the local records are

far from being complete.

For periods prior to 1906,

1Annual Report of the Rapides Parish Department of
Public^elfare, 19&7~TFranklln Printing Company, Ala-randria,
Loui slana, 1938).

even the Police Jury minutes have been destroyed, and
subsequent to that time, while the minutes of the meetings
are available, files which contained much valuable in
formation concerning the extent and cost of public assist

ance have been burned.

In order to present tne mass of material collected

from existing records in the most comprehensive manner,

the data have been divided into four categories according
to the type of assistance or service extended:

(1) in

door relief or Institutional care, (2) indirect assistance
through subsidies granted private organizations, (3) funeral

expenses, (4) granting of funds to paupers, mothers of
dependent ohildren, and destitute orippled persons for

assistance in their own homes.

I.

IN-DOOR RELIEF AND INtJTlIUTlUNAl CARE

Institutional care has been given paupers and other
types of needy individuals In two ways; (1) by care in a

parish owned home or farm, (2) by utilizing private charity
institutions and either subsidizing such homes or paying

the expenses of individuals placed there by the Police

Juries.
Since Rapides Parish operated a poor farm or parish

home, moat of the Individuals requiring Institutional care
were housed there.

However, the first record of this type
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of assistance is in the form of a contract signed on

April 4, 19J7 between the Banatarium Company and the
Polioe Jury whereby the indigent siok of the parish, ex
clusive of the City of Alexandria, would be hospitalized

at the rate of #1.50 per day for each person.

No account

was given a3 to the number of individuals hospitalized
under the plan.

On January 11, 1907, it was resolved that "$250.00,

or as much thereof as may be necessary, be appropriated
out of the general fund of 1907 to assist in building a

Pest House, in connection with the City of Alexandria."
On October 7, 1909 an additional appropriation was re
quested "to aid in purchasing land and erecting a Pest

House, title of Bame to be in City and Parish jointly."
No mention was made of the use of the Pest House, but in
so much a8 the last request for an appropriation was made

subeequent to the building of the Parish Home, it is
probable that it was used as a house for segregating in

dividuals with contagious diseases.
concerning the extent of its use.

No record exists
i

On April 15, 1909, a Board of Commissioners of the

Parish Home was elected, which consisted of five members,
three being members of the Jury and the other two citizens

of the parish.

The Board was vested with "full authority

to enact rules and regulations for the government and
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and police of the Parish Home.”

On the same day, a

contract was entered into between the Board of Directors

of Louisiana Btate University and Agricultural and
Mechanical College, represented by Thomas M. Boyd,
President, and the Police Jury of the Parish of Rapides,
wherein it was agreed that the University would allow the

pariah to use for a period of ten years certain property

located in Rapides Parish which belonged to the Board of
Supervisors.

On April 16, 1909, ^2,500.00 was appropriated

out of the general fund **
to

build houses, fences and other

wise thoroughly equip said home.”

On July 5, of the same

year the first report of the Board of Commissioners was

made, which follows:
Alexandria, La.
July 5, 1909
To the lolice Jury of Rapides Parish:

Gentlemen:
Your committee in charge of the larish
Home respectfully reports:
The balance in the bank on account of
General Fund as free statement this day sub
mitted by our Treasurer is ^345.24 against
which warrants have been drawn:

July 1
July 5
July 5

$ 5.00
49.00
15^
^69.00

Amounts due the pensioners $10.00.

Leaving available J266.24
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The monthly payroll foots *
43.33.
This
must be met until such time as the home is
ready for occupancy. After that, provision
must be made for the maintenance of the in
stitution.

de have had the house on the grounds
thoroughly repaired and are now building four
houses for the pensioners. The ground has
been fenced.
A portion of the hill upon which our
houses are situated is found not to be in the
premises based. It is highly desirable that
we should control all of the hill and your
committee recommend the purchase of the part
not now under our control, say ten (10) acres.

We shall not be able to open the in
stitution say before September 1st, but shall
do so at the earliest date possible.

At your next stated meeting we shall be
able to make you a statement of the cost of
equipping the home.
Herman C. Duncan
Chairman of the Committee

From October of 1909 through October of 1910, a total

of ,;3,600.00 was appropriated by the Jury for the main
tenance of the Parish Home, and at Intervals reports were

made to the Jury by the Hoard of Commissioners of the
Parish Home.

A typioal report follows:

Alexandria, La.
Oct. 6, 1910

To the Hon. the Police Jury
of the Parish of Rapides:
I have the honor to report to you as
follows in respect to the maintenance of the
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Parish Hone. The expense for improvements for
the last three months have been
£83.50

The expense for maintenance

617.83

Payment of overdraft as reported
in July
Total

639.48
£1340.01

deceived appropriation

£1000.00

Received sale of products

86.53
1340.81
254.28
£1340.81

Overdraft this day

The estimate for expense for the next three
months is £550.00, and to so cover the afore
said overdraft will /nake a total amount needed
of £800.00.
The expense of the Home has been con
siderably increased during the past three
months by having to provide for the care of
slok unable to be taken to the Home, and for
the case of an insane woman at the Home for
whom the asylum was unable to provide. Last
week she died at the Home.
All of which is respectfully submitted,
Herman 0. Duncan,
Chairman of Committee
in Charge

From October 1910 to uctober 1911 no record is given

of the Home, but by that time the institution was partially
self sufficient and for the three-month period July-October,

1911, £195.04 of the expenses of the Home were paid out of

Income from the sale of farm produots.

In their report of

October 1, 1911 the committee states that the cost of the

Parish Home for the year will be £1,000.00 instead of the
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^1,500.00 as estimated in the budget, "and this difference

is a prophecy that if the grounds of the home are developed
the time is not far distant when the home will be no ex

pense to the Parish."
Kor the five years, 1910-1915, the iolice Jury

appropriated >400.00 a quarter for the maintenance of the
Parish Home; although during this entire period the Jury

was looking forward to the time when the Home should be
self-sufficient.

On October 12, 1911, it was suggested by

the Board of Commissioners that more ground be fenced for
the purpose of establishing a sheep ranch "which would be

remunerative and tend largely to bring about the making of
the home self-supporting."

The first record of the number of individuals given
care in the Parish Home is to be found in the Jury minutes

of July 3, 1913, at wuich time there were seven inmates.
Notes from the minutes of 1913 and 1914 most dearly
describe the administration and cost of the Home.

October 7, 1913
Alexandria, La.

To the Police Jury of hapides parish:
Gentlemen:
Your committee in charge of the Parish
Home submit their report for the past three
months as follows:

Your committee have received during the quarter

Appropriation by the Jury...................... <#400.00
bale of potatoes....................................... ....23.40
Sale of chickens................................................. 31.25
Sale of melons........................ .......................... 28.25
Sale of butter.........................................................6.10
,489.00
The expenses have been;
Payments of overdraft................................. | 46.77
salaries................................................................... 105.00
Labor.............................
30.00
Feed for stock and farm supplies.......... 71.17
Groceries, meat and clothing.................. 158.39
Transportation for paupers............................ 2.00
Purchase of 47 goats........... .. ........................ 35.25
Sanatarium care of paupers.......... .. ............... 9.00
4b5.58
Cash balance on hand........................
31.42
All of which is respectfully submitted,

Chairman of Committee

January 6, 1914
Alexandria, La.

To the Hon. the Police Jury
of the Krish of Rapides:
Gentlemen:
#e regret to report that the number of
inmates of the Home has nearly doubled since
our last report; it was then six, it is now
eleven,—five white men, three white women,
three oolored men are now beneficiaries of
the Home.

The very small oost of Home supplies is
partially accounted for by the raising of
quite a portion of what is needed on the
premises. This is to be taken into account
when considering the expense of the Farm
Department of the institution.
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The cost of maintenance as shown for the
last quarter is #355.92. Owing to the increase
in the number of inmates, the expenses for the
coming year are likely to be quite larger and
we would therefore respectfully ask for a
slightly larger appropriation, say of <£500.00.
All of which is respectfully submitted
Chairman of the Committee

July 7, 1914
Alexandria, Lu.

To the Hon. the Police Jury of Rapides Pariah:
Gentlemen:
The number of indigent inmates in the Home
has now increased to 14 and at one time reached
15. These 14 comprise 5 white women, 7 white
men and 2 negro men. The total amount spent for
clothing, food, and medicine was *
144.80, an
average daily expense of #1.61, and for each
of the 14 a little over 110. The entire ex
penditures for the home was #341.83; that is
#3.79 a day or 270 per each indigent.
The accomodations of the four cabins are
insufficient for the present demands and from
recent experience seems likely to increase
rather than diminish. The emergent demand for
accomodation iias been met by placing some of
the indigents in the house of the superinten
dent. One or more cabins appear to be necessary.
The Home was never intended to be a
Hospital but we have been compelled to take
care as best we might of chronic cases of
sickness and of the Insane. The case of one
man was so serious that he wus removed to the
sanatarium where in a few days he died. The
bill of the sanatarium has not yet been pre
sented. We have to report another caee of
chronic illness of an indigent negro. The
Superintendent has endeavored to prooure the
services of another negro to attend to his
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wants and has not been able to do so. Some
provision should be made for the special care
of the sick, either here or in some state
hospital.
Estimating that the expense
quarter will not be greater than
considering the oases on hand we
appropriation for the next three
of ,3OU.00.

of the coming
those and
suggest an
months

All of which is respectfully submitted

Chairman of the Committee
On apTil 8, 1914, in a report to the Police Jury

the Chairman of the Board of Commissioners of the Parish
Home stated that for the 11 inmates of the Home the
average cost was 15$f a day or $1.67 a day for the main

tenance of the Home, and that the estimated cost for

running the Home for the next quarter would be about the
same as the last three months or about £400.00.

From the end of 1914 through 1917, no mention was
made of the Home in the Jury minutes.

For the years

1918 and 1919, $2,900.00 was appropriated each year for
the support of the Home but no report on expenditures was

made.

On July 12, 1920 .<r. iShumake made a report regarding

the poor farm.

At present there are only three inmates,
one white, two colored; two males, one female.
The white man is an old resident of Ra ides
Parish known to all as Uncle Leigh Hoffman.
We have been informed that he receives ,38.00
every three months from the Federal Government.
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He has two sons and two or three houses on hie
lots in Pineville. One of his sons is living
in one of his houses, and the other houses are
all rented. i«e also understand that he has
some cows and horses.

The negro boy is just a little crippled
but can do good work. He could earn $40.00
a Month. The colored woman has relatives in
Alexandria^ has her life Insured in her
relatives favor. We are of the opinion that
her relatives should tuke care of her under
the existing circumstances.

Owing to the cost to the Pariah Poor
Farm for maintenance each year, our resolu
tion is to discontinue same, ftie suggest how
ever that the Police Jury rent the Foor Farm.
Make arrangements with the renter to board
and care for inmates, payable each month.
This surely would be much better for the
Parish. It is also our opinion that no one
be sent to the Foor Farm without the consent
of the Jury.
The Home was discontinued.
The only other record of institutional care pro

vided by the Jury was a motion by ^r. baker which was
approved on September 23, 1925, that the bill of $504.00
from the Children’s Home Society for the oare of
children in the Watson Orphanage be paid.

II.

FUNERAL EXPENSES OF PAUPERS

The Legislature of Louisiana, by Act 208 of 1908,
made it mandatory upon the Police Juries to provide for

the funeral expenses of paupers, provided the amount to
be expended per case should not exceed $15.00.

In
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Rapides two years prior to this time, s>300.00 was approp
riated out of the general fund of 1906 to "purchase three

acres of land, more or lees, at the price of $100.00 an

acre, to be used as a Pauper Burial Ground," and an addi

tional $50.00 was appropriated to build a fence around
the plot.

In 1907, 1908, and 1909 contracts were entered into
between the Police Jury and various undertaking estab

lishment a for the burial of all paupers in Rapides Parish.

Alexandria, La.
Jan. 7, 1907
Police Jury of Rapides:

We, the Hoyt Undertaking Co. Ltd., submit
the following contract for the burial of all
paupers in Rapides Parish for the year 1907.
The same to be buried five feet under ground,
in a native pine box for the sum of $8.00 a
head and will do the work in the best possible
manner if awarded the contraot.
Yours respectfully,

H. E. Hoyt, Lieo’y and Trees.
I

Alexandria, La,
Jan. 16, 1900

The Jury received two blds for burying paupers
for the year 1900, one from Hoyt Undertaking Go.
at $9.00 and one from Pat Kelly at <8.00. On
motion, Mr. Pat Kelly was awarded the oontraot
to bury all parish paupers for the sum of $8.00.
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Alexandria, La.
Jan. 15, 1909
The Jury received two bids for burying paupers
for the year 1909, one from Hoyt’s Undertaking
Co. at ,7.50 and one from iat Kelly at s?6.00.
In motion: Mr. Pat Kelly was awarded the
contract to bury all paupers for the sum of
,6.00 each, it being understood that the same
be buried four feet under ground.
Alexandria, La.
April 7, 1913

The Jury received three bids for burying
paupers for the year 1913 as follows: John
Kramer and Sons, at the rate of ^5.00; Kelly
Undertaking Establishment, ^5.50 and Hixon
Burial Establishment, $7.00.
In motion: John Kramer and Sons was awarded
the contraot to bury all Rapides Parish
paupers at a rate of $5.00 for the year 1913.
The last reoord of burial expenses of paupers being

paid by the Police Jury was in the form of a motion which

appropriated &45.00 for the coffins and burial expenses of
Mr. and Mrs. E«, to be paid out of the paupers fund of 19U4.
III.

&JB8ZQISS

A oomparison is often drawn between grantB-ln-aid and

subsidies, on the basis of the degree of control placed
upon the recipient and the type of institution which

receives the funds.

A subsidy is said to be the endowment

of a private institution by a governmental agenoy with no

J
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conditions or provisions stipulated.

A grant-in-aid, on

the other hand, is defined as a gift from one governmental
agency to another with varing degrees of control being
placed upon the assignee.

This distinction.is not entirely

clear and the terms are used both interchangeably and also
to describe individual gifts, as well as those originating
from institutions.

2

In 1916, by Act 235 of the Louisiana Legislature, an

Alms Fund was created in Parishes having cities with
populations of from 25,000 to 100,000.

This fund was

collected from a percentage distribution of fines and forfitures of bonds, and the interest accumulating there from

was in large part donated to non-sectarian charity organi
zations.

In Rapides Parish, the practice of giving subsidies to
various charity organizations anti-dated the Alms Fund act

by nine years.

Although it is possible to suppose that in

return for some of these subsidies there were services
rendered, yet in the absence of records showing whether or

not- the institutions or agencies receiving these benefits

were used for the care of dependents sent there by the Jury

2 Marianne Evans, "Grants-In-Aid to the State of
Louisiana,” (Unpublished), on file in the State Department
of Public Welfare.
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they can only be considered as subsidies.

Table III

gives a list of subsidies made by the Rapides .Parish
Police Jury during the period 1907-1931.
In addition to the subsidies therein listed, funds

were given the Parish Board of Health amounting to $350.00,
during the period 1907-10, end from 1917 through 1919 the

Police Jury appropriated <6,246.36 which was used by the
United states Public Health Service to finance partially
the malaria and veneral disease control programs carried

on because of the large military encampment at Camp

Beauregard,
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TABLE III

AMOUNT OE SUBSIDIES IN RAPIDES PARISH:
Year

1907
1910

Amount
$

500.00
100.00

1912
1914

100.00
100.00

1919
1920
1920
1921
1921
1922
1923
1924
1928

1,200.00
500.00
1,500.00
900.00
1,500.00
1,800.00
1,000.00
2,400.00
300.00

1930

100.00

1930
1930
1930
1930
1930
1931

500.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
100.00
500.00

Total

1907-1931

Recipient
New Orleans Convalescent Home
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Hospital of New Orleans
Salvation Army
Louisiana Child Home Society,
Inc. (Shreveport)
United Charities
Community Chest
United Charities
”Donation8"
United Charities
United Charities
Charity Hospital (New Orleans)
United Charities
*
Louisiana Children’s Home
(Jennings)
Louisiana Children’s Home
(Jennings)
American Red Cross
*
Mothers
Club
Civic League
United Charities
American Red Cross
American Red Cross

$13,700.00

*Thls amount was to be paid $200.00 monthly but in
July of 1924 it wes ’’rescinded and revoked.”
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IV.

BENKFICIAR1S3

During the year 1906, the Police Jury of Kapldes
Parish assisted out to parish funds 14 persons.

Of these

two died and two were Interdicted, so that at the beginning
of the year 1907 there were eight persons on the pauper

list receiving a total of $41.00 a month, or a per person

grant of $5.20.
During the period when the Poor Farm of the Parish

was operating, there is no record of payments being made
to individuals for assistance in their own homes, with

the possible exception of 1918 and 1919 when in listing
expenditures of the Jury $1,853.00 and $1,631.00, respec

tively, was accounted for as expense for paupers.

From 1922 through 1929 an annual appropriation of

$4 ,000.00 was made by the Police Jury for grants to assist

Indigent Individuals, from 1925 on, the allotment was
divided into two categories, and $3,000.00 was set aside
for paupers and $1,000.00 for Mother's tensions.

From

1930 through 1934, in addition to making a special ap
propriation for these two types of categorical assistance,

a special appropriation of $2500.00 annually was made
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for assistance to the blind.
The records concerning the absolute number of indi

viduals who received funds from the parish were destroyed,
but in the minutes of the Police Jury there is record of
the number of applications for assistance that were made.

From 1922 through 1925, 32 paupers were definitely placed
upon the pauper list.

..nd there is only record of four

names being taken from the list—-three because of desth,

end one because the recipient had moved outside of the parish.
In 1925 the Jury ceased either accepting or rejecting
individual applications for immediate assistance, but
Instead placed the individual on the waiting list.

At

every meeting of the Jury from 1925 through 1934 five or

six paupers or mothers of dependent children were placed
on the list.

It is improbable that many of these received

any assistance at all because of the lack of funds.

During

the entire period of 1922-32, it was the custom to make the
individual grant in the amount of ^100.00 per year, payable
$25.00 quarterly in advance.

A large portion of the needy

of the parish were cared for by the unemployment programs
of the Federal Government which started in 1932.

In August

of 1934 all unemployables were removed from the rolls of th®
Emergency helie? Administration, and it became the duty of
the parish to support them.

lexandria, La.
august 14, 1934

On motion of Dr. Brenier, seconded by Ur.
LeBlanc whereas, the Police Jury has been called
on to take care of the so called unemployables who
have recently been dropped from the relief rolls
of the Emergency Belief Administration, and where
as, the number as furnished by the Parish Relief
Director is 81 with a potential addition of 40
per cent, and whereas, an additional number of
approximately 120 families in the City of Alex
andria are in dire distress, and whereas, a con
dition now exists in Rapides Parish that makes
it absolutely imperative that some governing
authority take care of these cases by furnishing
the necessities of life and medical care, and
whereas, the private relief agencies by reason of
their financial situation are entirely unable to
shoulder the entire responsibility of administering
relief as in the past, and whereas, the Police Jury
of Rapides Parish is at present laboring and oper
ating under a felling assessment end a large In
herited Indebtedness from previous administrations,
making our wishes, duties and desires to help those
distressed parties subordinated to our ability.
Be it resolved, that we, the Rapides Parish
Police Jury in reguler meeting here assembled,
petition his excellency, the Governor 0. K. Allen
to call a special meeting of the state legislature
for the purpose of making provision to meet the
emergency which has arisen in all the parishes by
the dropping of the unemployables from the relief
rolls. We sincerely believe that the emergency
must be met and that the State is the only body
politic capable of coping with the distressful and
tragic condition.

3UB4ARY

In Rapides Parish, in-door relief and out-door relief
or categorical assistance, came into use simultaneously,

but with the development of the Foor Farm, the practice
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of granting funds to needy individuals was used to a lesser

degree.

The Poor Farm did not prove satisfactory, and at

best served only to house the dregs of the local population,
the insane and chronically ill as well as the indigent aged.

From 1917 through 1919, little record of the Poor Farm
is available, but the account of its dissolution in 1920

indicates that for e number of years the institution had

been running on an inefficient and inadequate program.
From 1920 through 1931 money grants to individual con

tinuously increased and finally became too great a burden
to be met by the parish.

Public assistance as administered by the Rapides Parish
Police Jury was inadequate and uncertain.

Monthly appro

priations were of ten pledged to private charity agencies

only to be rejected.

The Jury was frequently es much as

eight months delinquent in the payment of money grants to

beneficiaries.

On the whole the system lacked integration,

efficient administration and sufficient financial support.

CHAPTER V

UNEMPLOYMENT

hIW

RELIEF

1932-35
The danger and risk of unemployment have, In the past
few years, come very close to every wage earner.

duoh

periods occur frequently in every urban society.

By social

planning, social legislation, and government employment or
work relief, much can and has been done to relieve distress

during such periods.

There are, however, accompanying

problems which cannot be solved by the large scale creation

of jobs.
The first people to suffer during such periods are the

members of the low income group.

The health status of

this group is already below that of the rest of society,
and because of poor housing conditions, poor health ha cits,

inadequate food and a laok of income during periods of unemploymeiit, these disadvantaged people ure in a most vul

nerable position and the ravages of illness are most severely
felt.

Thus, because of poor health and physical disabilities,

a large portion of this group remain Incapable of employment,
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even after the period of economic distress is over.^
In the btate of Louisiana work relief and direct relief

have developed almost simultaneously; at times they have
been administered by the same organization, at times by

different organizations.

The two are inter-related; the

same forces which cause a drastic Increase in the number of
individuals who are unemployed, also tend to cause an in

crease in the number of dependent "unemployables.”

It is

true that the first federal relief program failed to pro

vide funds for direct relief; it was not, however, long
until aid from local governing agencies and private charity
organizations proved inadequate, and federal and state aid
to this group became a necessity.

I.

FIRST FEDERAL PROGRAM OF uORK RELIEF

In the South, it was not until the Fall of 1952, that
the effect of the economic crash of 1929 was most severely

felt in an unprecedented extent of unemployment.

at that time was critical.

The situation

The unemployed und underprivi-

ledged were demanding food, clothing, aud at least the bare
necessities of life.

The more fortunate, who had succeeded

^John M. Gillette and James M. Reinhardt, Current
Locial Problems (New York:
pp. 305-15.

American Book Company, 1953)
’
’
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In retaining employment, realized that unemployment and
insecurity on the part of the masses, had, in the past,

resulted in revolution, and they were justly alarmed.

This

eoute need for action resulted in a national program of
work relief under President Hoover.
The provisions for this program were incorporated in

the Emergency Relief and Construction Act, which was ap
proved by the President on July 21, 1932.

aside

This act set

322,000,000.00, to be used to supplement state funds

fur relief purposes.

Under Title I, Section 1, of this

act, the Reconstruction Finance Corporation was authorized

to make loans to state governments for the relief of those

who were ’’involuntarily unemployed, due to the degression."

Approved loans with interest were to be repaid, after 193b,
by one-fifth deductions from the annual Federal appropria

tions to states for highway construction.
A few weeks after the Federal act had been approved,

a proclamation was made by Governor 0. K. Allen.

This order,

signed on August 5, 1932, created and made provisions for
the administrative organization of the Unemployment Relief

Commission of Louisiana.

The Commission was headed by a

committee of nine, in which was vested "authority over the

plans, policies, jiersonnel and distribution of such funds

as may be urovided by the Reconstruction Finance Corporation."

Headquarters of the Commission were in New Orleans, with
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District Offices in Baton Rouge, Shreveport, Lake Charles,

and Alexandria.

The committee members, selected by the

governor, were:

Arthur G. Newman, (chairman), Charles A.

Stair, (vice-chairman), 3. K. Small (secretary), all of New
Orleans; 0. L. Beidenheim end Dr. E. L. Sanderson of

Shreveport; Frank A. Smith and A. A. Nelson of Lake Charles;
and B. F. Thompson and George D. Loe of Alexandria.

A

subsecuent proclamation of April 4, 1933, made Charles
Stair, chairman and Robert Maestri, vice-chairman.

a.

On

August 11, a committee, appointed by the Governor, was sent

to Washington to enter Louisiana’s application for federal

relief funds.2
state Works

Mr. B. F. Eshleman, statistician for the

Progress administration, states that although it

ha3 not been verified, it is the consensus th’t Louisiana waa

the first 3tate to receive federal funda under the provisions

of the Emergency Relief and Construction Act of 1932.

Mr.

Lowry B. Eastland, who was at that time a member of the

Unemployment Relief Committee of East Baton Rouge Parish, con
firms the statement.

To be eligible for assistance from the funds of the
Unemployment Relief Commission, certain data had to be
presented by the parishes, showing the need for relief.

^Times-Picayune, August 9, 1932

The
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initial loan from the Reconstruction Finance Corporation

was for relief in the 10 parishes which had submitted the

necessary information:

Orleans, Calcasieu, Cameron,

Washington, Caddo, Ouchita, East Baton Rouge, St. Tammany,
Beauregard, and Jefferson Davis.

The Relief program started

August 20, 1932, when $45,000.00 was made available for

preliminary relief in New Orleans, and $20,000.00 for work
relief in Caddo parish.

By October of 1932, 35 parishes had
,
3
submitted the necessary data and were receiving Federal funds.

From August of 1932 until May of 1933, the period when
relief in Louisiana was being administered by the Unemployment
Relief Commission, a total of $6,503,726.69 was loaned to
the State of Louisiana for the purpose of financing work
relief.

In Ootober of 1932, the first month that the program

functioned on a state-wide basis, payments were made to
11,196 cases at a cost of $119,302.31.

was reached in March of 1933.

The peak case load

This was the largest number

of individuals ever to be aided by any other relief organ
ization in Louisiana.

At this time, $1,360,155.82

ded in aiding 137, 924 cases.

was expen

Discounting the first two

months when the organization was in its foriaulative stages,

3

Information concerning the Unemployment Belief
Commission accumulated from the Times Picayune files by
Vernon Parenton.
*
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the average monthly case Load was 115,000.4

The policy revealed in both the Emergency Relief and

Construction Act and Governor Allen’s pr oclamatlon of
August 5, 1932, was that work relief was to be the basis of

all relief payments.

A bulletin issued from the Executive

Committee of the Unemployment Relief Commission, distributed
to all parish offices, October, 1932, clearly stated tne

position taken in regard to ’’unemployable” relief:
We desire to emphasize the distinction between
unemployed and unemployable; we construe as un
employable, persons physically unable to work,
the ag8d, the infirm, the sick, and those, who
because of personal Inclination and unfitness
have no regular work record. Juoh persons are
not eligible for unemployment relief.
The limitation of funds makes it absolutely
impossible for us to relieve all unemployment
in Louisiana. The Federal Bill, itself, is
entitled •Relief of Destitution’, and your com
mittee can only hope to reach the families
whose distress is due to involuntary unemploy
ment due to the depression.0
Work relief as administered by the Unemployment

Relief Commission was, for the large part in the form of
highway construction and improvement, the construction and

4Inforination made available through state office of
the Works Progress administration, New Orleans, Louisiana.
^Lilly H. Nairne, "A Study of Relief to the Unemployed
with Special References to a Future Public tfelfure Program”
(unpublished master’s thesis. New Orleans: Tulane school
of Uocial Work, 1935).
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repair of bridges, mosquito eradication, and the building
of drainage canals.

That direct relief or public assistance

was granted by Casual eel on, is indicated by the fact that

according to records fro
a
*

tne present state office of the

works progress Administration, it is estimated that l.W per
cant of tne relief granted was direct relief,

in addition

to this, sewing projects were organized ana, in this way,

work relief was granted to dependent women.
In the 193b Report of' the larish welfare Units, in an
introductory suaiamry of relief programs, It is pointec out

that
xt the outset of the organization of the Uneaploynent Relief Commission, only work relief
was given, and the responsibility taken for
families with at least one employable iieaber.
Gradually direct relief became more widespread,
and to meet urgent needs, relief was extended
to families in which no person was able to work,
although the funds were originally granted for
the relief of unemployment.^

From October of 1
52
*

until February of 1930, work

relief was granted to both ruraL ana urban, to both the

farm and non-farxn populations.

This policy evoked some

criticism on the busts of giving the farm-labor group work

^annual Beport for the year 195b of , ariah elfare Units
(lixoludTik;~urlt
uus
*
ttrl.shj
- tt te of .ouirAu .u ( retrod by
Federal Emergency Relief Adtalnietretion In ^Louisiana, social
Jexvice Ulvlsio ).
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©way from the farms.

In order to relieve thia condition

arid in an attempt to out relief rolls whlcn were too large
for the funds available, orders were issued on February lb,

1933, to remove cm or before March 18, 1933, all "farmers,

landowners, tenants, or shcrecroppers, or farm nana#.”
Although a farmer was definitely defined as a person "who

during the last few years naa depended chiefly ou farming
7
as his weans of subsistence,”
still it is highly probable
thet many of those taken from relief rolls wore rural non-furm.

To compensate for this drastic action, a -sustenance
Garden Program was inaugurated in the later pert of i’.arch,

1933.

Under this program, individuals were furnished seed

for planting and were removed from relief rolls.
distributed in the state, cost

Tue seed

57,000.00; 70,w0U ot-ses left

the rolls during March.3

Following is a table used by Mias Nairne, showing the
number of families receiving relief from January, 19.3, to

October, 1933.

Tue marked deoline in the number of cases

for April, indicates the extent to which the new policy

effected the relief rolls.

The figures in the table do not entirely agree with

later statistical reports, which are given in the appendix;

^Information obtained from state office of Joxks
Progress Administration, New Orleans, La.
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Tj BL

IV

Of FAMILIES BECEIVIHG »KLI F:
JANUARY 1933-0CTOBKR 1933

iAontti

#hite

jiegro

Total

January

58,230

55,087

113,317

April

29,905

30,905

50,871

August

31,103

21,239

2
*
52,3

October

32,517

19,390

bl,907

•Nairne, op. oit.
however, the inter reports uo not give the Negro-ihite dif
ferentia tion, an important factor to consider in uny of the
Southern States.
II.

EMERGENCY RELI'.T IN LOUISIANA

Soon after the inauguration of ^resident Roosevelt, un

act was passed which provided an additional ^500,000,jOO lor
relief purposes.

This not, the Federal

mergency Relief ^ot

of 1933, approved by the .resident on aiay 12, was similar to

the .Emergency Relief and Construction Act of 1932 in that

the funds were made available from the Reconstruction Finance

Corporation,

In addition, there was provision made for a

Federal inorgenoy Relief Administrator, wnose duty it was to
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direct expenditures end cu-ordlnate the work of the various

states.

The funds, however, iustead of being louns to the

states, ae nsd been the policy of Che organio relief meusure

of ld32, were grunted to the Jtates on the basis of need.

A grant-in-aid is a gift from one governmental agency
to another for a specific purpose.
placed upon the recipient varies,

The degree of control

although the funds enu

programs are administered by the agency receiving the money,
certain standards and limitations are often stipulated for
the purpose of co-ordinating the program.

This technl ue

of granting funds is not a recent development.

It t,raw out

of a poliay of granting public lunds to the states for the
purpose of education and internal improvement during the

later part of the nineteenth century.

It has been used in

federal-state co-operative programs of highway construction,

forestry, venereal disease control, mbterne1 and child health

programs, vocational rehabilitation, and civilian rehabili
tation, with eminent success.

In combining local adminis

tration, a co-ordinated national program, and shared finan
cial obligation, all the desirable factors of both state
sovereignty and federalization are combined in a

system, which does not invade states
*

orkable

**
rights.

^arlanne Kvaaa, "Grants In Ala to the ttate of
Louisiana
**
(unpublished, on file in department of ublic
welfare, th
ton
*
Rouge, Louisiana).
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It is true that the emergency measures of the Federal
government were grants-in-aid more in theory than in prac

tice, and that these programs suffered from the evil effects
of over-centralization, still these difficulties were re
moved in subsequent programs of public assistance which were

of a more permanent nature.
At the time the Federal Emergency Relief Administration

went into effect, it was estimated that there were 4,000,000

families, representing 18,000,000 people receiving relief
from public funds.

This means that one family out of every

six, in the United States was dependent.10

On March 16, 1933, a proclamation was issued by
Governor 0. K. Allen which, in effect, changed the name of

the Unemployment Relief Commission to the Emergency Relief
Administration of the State of Louisiana, and made Leon Heyman
chairman of the board of directors of the new organization.
The one substantial difference in the administrative organ

ization of/the two relief agencies was that the board of
directors of the Unemployment Relief Commission served as a

direct administrative power, while in the case of the latter
agency, the members of the board served in advisory capacity

only.

Statistical Summary of Emergency Relief Activities,
January, 1933, December, 1935 (published by Federal Emergency
Relief Administration).
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The Executive Board of the Dtate Emergency Relief
Administration was composed of Dr. Elizabeth tfisner, Mr.

Nicholas Bauer, Mr. J. K. Byrne, Mr. william J. Guste,

Mr. E. A. Conway, Mr. Leo Hyman,, and Mr.

ferren Kearney. The

appointments were to be effective until January 1, 1934.

a

subsequent proclamation of April 4, 1933, made Charles A.

Stair chairman; and on October 30, 1933, when by proclamation
power was given to the Federal Relief Administrator at
Washington to appoint a State Emergency Relief Administrator,

the chairmanship wa3 given to william A. Guste.

On May 1, 1933, this organization became effective.

Mr.

Harry J. Early, who had been appointed director of the
Emergency Relief Administration by the Federal Emergency

Relief Administrator, had, by the latter part of 1934,

established parish welfare units in 63 of the 64 parishes.
The other parish, Orleans, grunted relief through the Hew

Orleans Department of Public Welfare, which was created by

city ordinance and passed on by the Commission Council of
the City of New Orleans.

Thus, with the creation of the Hew

Orleans Department of Public welfare, the 64 parishes of
Louisiana were embracing a state-wide organization which
provided both work relief and direct assistance.^

^Douglas Jvendson, ’’Administrative Organization for
General Unemployable Relief in Louisiana vunpublished).
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brom day, 1933, until March 1935, the period when

relief was being administered by tne Emergency Belief
administration, a total of $35,868,821.34 was expended for

relief purposes, or an average monthly ooBt of
The average case load was 6b,7u0.

1,560,000.

It is estimated that

82 per cent of all payments were for work relief; however,

the hural Rehabilitation . rogram was considered as direot
relief, and the percentage does not reflect the extent of
lp
grunts made to unemployable persons.
In August of 1933,
the President of tua United atates croatad the Federal Civil

tforka Administration, the purpose’ of which was "to provide
regular work on public works for unemployed persons ready
and willing to work".^

Project operations begun the latter

part of November and continued until near the end of

February, 1934.

Uurlng this period of time a weekly average

of 64,749 persona were employed at a federal expenditure of
£12,806,381.21.

Although there was no mandatory provisions

as to the relief status of Civil Works employees, it has
been estimated that at least 9S per cent were either trans
ferred from the rolls of tue Emergency Relief administration

Information obtained from state office of the Work*
xro.reas .dminlstretion, New Orleans, Louisiana.

IS

Kederal civil Dorics Admluistrution Bulletin No. 1,
’’Hulet and Regulations’’' (Washington, D.C., Government
Printing Office, 1«33).
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or were needy individuals who haa not yet ap lied for relief,
or who were unable to got relief from the Kmergency Relief
adw 1n1s tr a tion•

III.

STATE sUPpUKT OF *’UNF.s ,i LOY- SLES”

La August of 1934, the Federal Governitient ceaaetd grant
**

Ing funds for the relief of "unemployables," hoping to
force the state to assume the financial obligation of caring

for this group.

For the month of August, 1934, the relief

load was 61,012 and for the following month, when all un
employables were supposedly removed, the total number of

cases was 57,201.

lb

This represents a aut in the rolls of

less than 4,000, and the following month the relief loud was
above what it had been wnerx the cut was made.

Thia action,

while it did not drastically affect relief rolls, did have
a stimulating effect upon state legislation making provisions

for the care of persona physically incapable of employment•

The State Legislature of Louisiana passed an act at the
first Extraordinary Session called in March of 1934, enabling
the Police Juries to dedicate part or all of the one cent

u

Information obtained from state office of the Works
Progress .Administration, New Orleans, Louisiana.

15lbid.
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gasoline tax, originally levied for roads and brldgua, to
th® relief of unemployable perauus.^-6

The legislature, at

the Police Juries the ritpit to levy an

the sun® time, gaV
*»

•aaaenent tax on places of entertainment and theaters,

the funds or -bioh were to be used for relief purposes.

1*7

Both of tneae acts were permissive anu few pttrlshea took

advantage oi tnem.

In November ol lbu4, an act was passed,

enaoling the Julice Juries to levy an additional otm cent

eaavllna tax.ib

The funds of this were to be forwarded to

tua state Treasurer, then were to be di. bursed by him to the
Emergency Relief

ui inistrator, for use in the relief or -

"the unemployed, the unemployable, or In Mothers
*

aid eases,"

A portion of tun tsalury of tne personnel of the pariah

unite, and the funds for financing work relief were Jurnished

by the Federal lira«rgen«y Relief Administration.
At the third extraordinary Beasioa of the leg!filature
called in December, 1934, an annual franchise tux or
porations was levied.^

LcS

cor

One sixth of the funds tnue collected,

I<QUl?l«a<a xJLl&r first Lx. tra^r dinar
*

Session. 19214. No. 21
*

^Louisiana Acts, First Extraordinary .ess io a. JLikti.
No. 16.
^LouisUnu .vets. ..-cond

Ixtraor dinar, uesslan, ls/S4,

No. 32.

19

Louisiana ..pts. Third Extraordinary Session, 1934,
J<o. 20, later amended by Louisiana acts, i'irst Extraordinary
Session, 1935, Ho. 10.
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were to be used for relief purposes.

This fund for the

following year, 193b, amounted to $250,000; <150,000 of

this wss used for loans and grants to parishes where the

gasoline tax money was insufficient to meat the relief needs;
eO
tne rest wua used for compensation insurance.
Meanwhile,
under pressure brought to bear by Harry J. knrly, relief

administrator, parishes one by one enacted the aduitional

one cent gasoline tax.

Mr. harly oonferred on December 7,

1934, with 150 police jurors and told them tnat ’’police

juries wnloh fail to levy the 1 cent gusoline tux to provide

funds for relief of unomployables will receive no further
Federal uld.
*
21

The Federal administration had fixed

$.900,000 as the minlmwi amount that

ust be raised in the

state for unemploysbles if Federal relief was to be continued.

In explaining the handling of the moneys, Mr. Karly
said that the administration of the tax funds was to be the

responsibility of a s pedal co mission of not less tnun
three nor mure than five persons, in each

arlsh.

The com

mission was to be composed of one police juror, "one non-

politloal business man," and one woman Identified with social
work.

The funds were to be administered entirely by each

. .
annual He port for the year 193. of x-arlsh welfare
Units (Lxcludli<; Orleans rurisu) Otate of Louisiana, op. alt.
20

gXTlmes Picayune, April 8, 1934.

parish Goinniittee, with the aid of a trained E.r.a. social
worker who was to be paid by each policy jury—unless there
were insufficient funds.

Thus, by January 1, 1935, nearly

every parish passed ordinances levying the one cent gaso

line tax,

Evageline, the last parisu to do so, passed the

ordinance on January 2b, 193b.

the Poli

Many parishes turned over

Jury appropriations for poor relief to tne Welfare

Unite, to be adalnistered by theu.

During 193b, a total of

$1,027,625.38 of perish funds was used jor relief to unem
ployable s.

For statistical purposes, the types of eases were

divided into five general groups, as follows:

1.

AQtaers* hla, asaialance to dependant mothers

with children under sixteen, eligible lor aid

under the act of 1930.
2.

Blind, assistance to individuals or families

Incapable of self-support because of blindness,
3.

Axed. ^ver 65. Assistance to aged indivi

duals incupable of eaployuent, and having no

legally responsible relative able to provide
for him.

<•

( ohyidMllv handicapped). Person
*

under sixty-five and inaapabla of self-support

22

Annual Report of Parish welfare Units. 193l>, op. oit

because of physical incapacity.

5.

Others, Miscellaneous classification for
mothers not legally married, mothers

recently deserted, etc.
At the close of 1935, the total unemployable case

load was 12,577, of whom 1,485 were Mothers
*

Aid Cases,

450 Blind Cases, 6,390 Aged, and 3,315 Handicapped or In
firm.

Table V shows a classification of the amount of

relief,granted and the number of cases receiving assistance

through the Parish Welfare Units for the year of 1935.
TABLE V
AMOUNT OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE ALiMINIbTERED BY THE WELFARE
UNITS: 1935
*

Amount

Number of Cases

$206,843.47

1,485

Blind

34,614.16

450

Aged

376,161.16

6,390

Infirm

281,861.09

3,315

Others

128,145.50

937

$1,027,625.38

12,477

Classification
*
Mothers

Aid

Total
*Supra. No te 6.
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IV.

TIL. FEDERAL EMERGiiNGY RELIEF

ADMINISTRATION IN LOUISIANA
On April 8, 1935, there was a complete change in the

administrative organization of the Emergency Relief Admin
istration, or more correctly, the Emergency Relief .admin
istration of Louisiana was superseded by the Federul
Emergency Relief Administration of Louisiana.

Frank Peterman,

member of the State senate, was made direator of the new
organization.
Without giving any reasons for his action,
Federal Emergency Relief Administrator Hopkins,
has taken over complete charge of relief
activities in the state. Thia was done April 8,
but no axinouncement of the drastic move was
made by Hopkins’ office. It 13 said President „
Roosevelt authorized Hopkins to tuke this step
*

For the first month of relief administered ui der federal
supervision,

114,127.73 of parish funds was spent for aid

to unemployables and administered by the federalized agency.
This amount was disbursed to a total of 11,470 cases; the
24
relief level was #9.95.
Since the same period, in April
seven years previously, when all assistance was administered

©a
24

Time8 Picayune. April 8, 1935.

Information collected by Douglas Svendson, Department
of Public welfare.
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by the Police Juries, the amount expended for public asis-

tance had increased ^106,095.64, and the relief level had
advanced ;?4.58, with 9,974 more people in the otate receiv
ing a:sistance grants.

From April, 1935, until Beptember of 1935, both work
relief and direct assistance were administered by tne Federal
Emergency Relief administration. In September of that year,
/
the horks Progress administration, which had been created by
Executive Order on may 6, 1935, was established in Louisiana.

25

Funds for the operation of this organization had been made
available through the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of
1935, which had been approved on April 8.

In Louisiana,

Mr. Peterman held the position of executive neud of both organ

ization until March 1.
Thus, with the establishment of an organization, exclus
ively concerned with the administration of work relief, and
the continuance of public assistance administration through

the parish welfare units, the foundation was laid for a dual
relief system, whereby persons physically incapable of employ
ment and persons unable to obtain employment would recleve

grants or employment according to their needs,

depurate

,,
Report on .progress of the works Profarai»|. (published by
works Progress Administration; Washington, D.C.; Government
Printing Office, 19S7).
25
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administrative organizations insured programs applicable to

the needs of the particular group, and the state-wide organi
zation for administering the programs coordinated the work

of the parishes.
Thu. SECOND EMERGENCY RELIEF

V.

ADMINISTRATION OF LOUISIANA
Subsequent to the gubernatorial election of 1936,
Mr. Frank Peterman resigned his position as administrator of

the Federul Emergency Relief Administration of Louisiana and

the tforks Progress Administration in the State, and his assis
tant, James H. Crutcher, becume acting administrator.

By proclamation of Governor James A. Noe, ilarry J. Early,

who had acted as administrator of the first Emergency Relief
Administration in Louisiana was commissioned director of the
new organization.''

It was officially announced on March 25,

that the btate Emergency Relief Administration would take
over the supervision of all local direct relief units begin
ning April l.27

Kith the reassuming of relief units by the otate, it
was announced that Mies Eva Bmill had been appointed Social

2ft

27

Proclamation of Governor James a. Noe, February 18,1936.
Times Picayune, March 26, 1936.
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Lervioe Director of the Emergency Relief Administration of

the State of Louisiana, and that federal service vorkers,

assigned to the various offices, would be taken over by the
State for the interim beginning April 1, and until the

proposed Department of Public Welfare should bo creutod.

on

This relief era in Louisiana represented a period of

transition.

Tne Social Security Bill was to be passed by

Congress and it was necessary for Louisiana to have a state/

wide relief organization with a centralized administrative
system, before the State couxd be eligible for the Federal

benefits under the proposed act.

Further, with the changed

economic and political situation in the State, two things

were being publicly demanded;

(1) a relief organization which

looked toward definite continued aid to ”unemployables,”
rather than one which stressed the emergency need of the

moment; and (2) state rather than

ederal supervision of

funds raised entirely by state taxation for the support of

”unemployables” in Louisiana.
These demands were temporarily met by the 3tate Emergency

Relief administration.

At the time this organization relieved

the Federal Administration of its relief duties in Louisiana,
i.e., April, 1936, saie $194,892.62 for grants-in-aid to

28

Times ricayune. April 1, 1936.
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some 17,792 beneficiaries was spent, with a relief level

of

10.95.

29

This shows in the year of Federal supervision

of relief, an increase of 70.76 per cent in the amount spent

for assistance, a corresponding increase of 55.1 per cent
in the size of the case load, and an advance of #1.00 in the
relief level.

TABLE VI
AMOUNT OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE IN LOUISIANA
*

Number of
cases

Amount

Level

April, 1935

11,497

.114,127.73

$9.95

April, 1936

17,792

194,892.62

10.95

information collected by Douglas Svendson, Department
of Public Welfare.

VI.

SUMMARY

In 1932, the Federal Government Inaugurated the new and
unprecedented policy of assuming the duty of caring for the

unemployed and underprivileged groups of the population.

The

first programs were emergency in nature and only aimed to re

lieve suffering resulting from the conditions of economic

29

Information collected by Douglas Svendson, Department
of Public Welfare.

insecurity.

At the outset they offered only work relief but

as aid from private agencies and local governing units

proved inadequate to care for unemployables, some direct
relief was extended and the State, itself, was forced to

enter into a public assistance program, which was financed

by State funds and was administered by the parishes through
the federalized local relief units.

CHAPTER VI

THE STATE BEPARTMEHT OF PUBLIC WELFARE

The Social Security Act which was signed by President

Roosevelt on August 14, 1935 embodied in its provisions
five large programs
.
*

(1) unemployment compensation;

(2) public assistance; (3) old age benefits; (4) public
health and vocational rehabilitation, and (5) maternity

and ohild welfare.

Maternity and child welfare activities

are carried on by the Federal Children’s Bureau; the public

health program operates through the United states Publio
Health Service; and vocational rehabilitation is administered

through the Office of Education.

Three bureaus were created

to administer the other provisions of the act
,
*

the Bureau

of Unemployment Compensation, the Bureau of Publio Assis

tance, and the Bureau of Old Age Benefits.

The heads of

these three bureaus comprise the Social Security Board.

They are appointed bj/ the President with tne concurrence
of the Senate.
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It 18 the duty of the Board to set standards and approve
state plans.12

The Federal Act set certain conditions which it was

necessary for a state to meet before it could share In the
benefits of some of the programs of the act.

A state plan

had to be in effect in all the counties or political sub

divisions of the state; the state, Itself, had to contribute

toward the support of the plan.

It was essential that there

should be a state agent churged with the duty of supervis

ing and administering the program and making reports to the
2
i ederal Governmen t.

The Social becurity Act provided for grants to the

states for assistance to certain groups of individuals; the

needy blind, the destitute aged, and dependent children.
The Federal grants for aid to dependent children equal
one-third of the amount expended in the state for this pur
pose; but they cannot exceed ^6.00 a month for the first child

in the home or ^4.00 for each succeeding child above this
limit.

This means that a maximum grant of 416.00 for the

1Blrchard K. li»yatt and William H. Wandel, The ooclal
Security Act in Operation, A Practical Guide toHtEo
pcleral and F^deral-btate Social Security Programs
(Washington, L.C.: Graphic Arts Press, Inc., 1937),
pp. 15-34.

2Ibid.. pp. 271-9.
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first child and $12.00 for each of the succeeding children

can be made by the state with a proportion of the c03t being
shared by the Federal Government.

must bear the costs themselves.

Above this, the states
The act appropriated

$25,000,000 to carry out the Aid to Dependent Children

Program for the first year of operation.

3

The 1950 census lists 63,500 individuals as blind.
This count Is admittedly incorrect; In, Social security in

America, the blind population is estimated at 100,000.4
It is to be expected that a large portion of this group
would not be able to find gainful employment.

That the care

of the destitute blind constitutes a social problem which
needs to be met on a national scale is indicated by the
fact that 24 states had some provisions for this type of

categorical assistance prior to the advent of the national

program of^Aid to the Needy Blind,5 which provided for grants
to the states of 50 per cent of the cost of each individual
case up to ^30.00.

''Ibid.. p. 286.

4Social Security in America. The Factual Background of
the Lociul Security Act as Summarised by the Committee on
Economic Security (published by the Social Security Boar!,
V«ashington, D.C.: United States Government Printing Office,
1937), p. 301.
5Ibid.. pp. b01-9.
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•VI th the accelerated trend of an increasingly aged

population, the problem of caring for such individuals in

a civilisation which places a premium on youth, becomes
increasingly important.

Under Title I, of the social

Security Act, there was appropriated $49,750,000 for the
necessary expenses of operating for the first year an Old

Age Assistance Program.

The Federal Government was to pay

one-half of the total amount expended in the states for
grants to needy individuals 65 years of age and over.
Besides aiding the states for the above purposes, an

additional allocation is made by the Federal Government of

five per cent of the total amount which is used for public
assistance grants, to cover part of the cost of administering

the plan.
I.

ADMINISTRATION OF PUBLIC WKLFaBK IN LOUISIANA

At the regular session of the legislature in 1936,
A

a group of Social Welfare Laws were passed.

These laws,

drawn in keeping with model legislation recommended by the

Federal Social Security Board and approved by the Executive
Director, proposed to establish a system of social security

in Louisiana, to be administered by a State Department of

self arg Laws of tijjg Statg
loulsiw
(Issued by E.A. Conway, Sec’y of State, Baton Houg- ,
Louisiana, 1936).

7V

Public Welfare.
The Constitutional Ammendment necessary to put the

Legislation into effect was approved by the people in October

of 1936, and on December 15, a Commissioner of Publio Welfare
wes appointed and Federal funds were made available to
7
Louisiana, retroactive to June 19, 1936.
The Louisiana Department of Public welfare Is headed

by a board of five members, appointed by the Governor.

V

members of the original .were:

The

Mrs. Bolivar Ketap, Hr. E.A.

Conway, Mr. E. Bernard Weiss, Mr. J.L. Keenan end Mr. Charles
I.' Denechaud; no changes have been made since its creation.
It is their duty to establish adequate standards of service

and training for the personnel of the parish and state
departments, and to set a salary schedule.

The financial, statistical and administrative depart

ment are centralized in the utate Department, which also
serves to coordinate the work of the parish departments.
Each parish or district Department of Public Welfare

has a board of from five to fifteen members, selected by
the Police Jury, or in New Orleans by the Commission Council,

from a list submitted to that group by the Commissioner of

7

Annual Heport of the State Department of Public Welfare.
(State of Louisiana ,"1937), p. 25.
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Public Welfare.

8

It is the duty of the parish departments to

administer all forms of public assistance, and to act as the

agents for and to co-operate with the State Department of
Public welfare, in accordance with the law.
The cost of relief is defrayed by the parishes, which

finance their portion through gasoline tax funds; by the

state, which utilizes luxury tax funds for such assistance,
and by the Federal Government.

When relief was administered by various other State

and Federal agencies, reports on types of direct assistance
were often categorized for statistical purposes.

It was

not until the passage of the social Security Act, the
subsequent inauguration in the State of Louisiana of a pro

gram of Social Security, and the creation of the State

Department of Public Welfare, that it was legally stipulated
that certain definite groups had a "right to relief."

The

legal concept of "having a right to," carries with it the

idea of having some agency or system to insure the right to
the people and to penalize individuals or groups usurping

such rights.^

Under the organic act of 1936, the State

Department of Public Welfare has a definite responsibility

BIbid.. pp. 301-9.
^Donald V. Wilson, unpublished notes on "The Right to
Relief."
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of offering a fair hearing to applicants who protest relief

decisions.

There is a Board of Appeals, appointed by the

Commissioner of Jrublic Welfare, consisting of three members

whose duty it is to offer fair hearing to the applicant and

make decisions according to the merits or demerits involved.
II.

OTHER ASSISTANCE

In addition to granting assistance to those groups of

Individuals provided for in the Federal Statute, the Depart
ment of Public welfare grants ’’Other Assistance," or finan

cial aid to persons who cannot be classified in the other
three categories, but who are physically incapable of em

ployment.

The Eederel Government does not make contribu

tions toward the expense of caring for this group of

"unemployables," and the burden is entirely upon the state
and the local units.

In April of 1937, a total of

128,662.88

was spent in aiding 9,023 "other unemployables," with a per

case average of ^14.26.10

10Annual Report of the state Department of mbllc
welfare (State of Louisiana, 1^37J , pp. 30-1.
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*
TABL

VII

A^ijlSTAiiC^ GRANTED
*.

AhLCUS'i

JaHUahY-LaCI^B?« 1937
*

Average Crant

youth

?;o. Cases

January

7,212

$13.91

Fe bruary

7,909

13.PS

Lkrch

R,37fe

13.9F

April

9,023

14.M

«ay

9,392

14.37

June

e,M>

9.16

July

7,929

13.52

August

7,695

14.55

^epteaber

7,368

15.06

October

7,173

13.76

-iovetaher

7,021

13.67

^eeeabwr

7,115

13.83

7,923

413.62

ontbly average

4Annual |*
y>rt

2£ '. %kU£

SL J^L.

(wtnte of Lcul
*
lane,1937 ), p. 25,State Documents, Baton
Rouge, Louisiana.

III.
Under the Uodul

OLD Afk. mUJISWSCM

elfnre lass, needy Individual
*

over

the age of 0Sv who meet certain reeldeuce requirements, and
who have no legally responsible relative
*

who ere "reasonably
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able to support them," are eligible for Old Age Assistance.11
The principle of this act had Ito basis in a population
trend which manifested Itself in this state about the begin

ning of the century and has continued since that time.12
as

a result of a declining birth rate in this country there

has been an increased ratio of aged people to the total
population, which for the United States as a whole, has

shown a continuous increase for over a century.
The modern problem of Old Age Security Is
growing as the percentage of our population
in the old-age group is rapidly Increasing.
Yet us the years In which man might work are
Increased, rapid changes In technology take
from the worker skills he has depended upon
for his livelihood, and the speeding up of
industry, because of toe physical strain,
cuts down effective earning years. Aral yet
if long life is to be a blessing to mankind,
expectancy of longer life must carry with it
a sense of security.1^

In April of 1937, there were 18,256 beneficiaries of

the Old Age assistance Program; these received an average

1 Louisiana .nets. 1936, No. 33.
12T. Lynn Smith, Louie lane Bulletin No. 293, "The Popu
lation of Louisiana:
Its Composition and Changes" (Baton
Rouge, Louisiana),pp. 27, 40.
1,5 John G. Winant, "Reviewing the First Year of Social
Security in America," (National Broadcasting Co. Broadcast,
August 13, 1937, printed by the Social Security Board,
Washington, Government Printing Office, 1937).
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of ^11.54 per month.

This represents 24.06 per cent of

the population of Louisiana 65 years of age and over, as
given in 1930 census.

Due to the rapid increase in the

number of aged persons in the population this percentage
does not indicate the true proportion.

According to an

estimate made by Dr. T. Lynn Smith, the number of persons
in Louisiana 65 years of age and over as of April 1, 1938

was 96,500.14

Using this estimate as a base the per cent

of Louisiana’s population 65 years of age and over receiving

Old Age assistance is 18.9.

14rf. Lynn Smith, "Some Louisiana Population Problems"
(paper read at First Convention of State Welfare Association,
April 1, 1938).
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table

'Viii

AWUNT OF OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
GRANTED: JANUARY—DEC MB'R, 1937
**

Month

,.o. Gases

Average Grant

January

13,756

$12.38

February

15,120

12.09

March

16,651

11.73

April

18,256

11.54

toy

20,338

11.28

June

20,683

9.36

July

22,156

10.70

August

23,786

10.78

September

24,590

10.75

October

23,426

9.93

November

23,840

9.84

December

24,132

9.93

20,561

>10.73

Monthly Average

**Annual Report of the State Department of tUblio
gie If a r e {31 a te or LouTs la na, 1937) , pp. $0-31, State
Documents, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
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IV.

AID TO THE NEEDY BLIND

Any needy persons between the age of 16 and 64, who
have lost their eyesight while they were residents of the
State, and who fulfill certain residence requirements are
15
eligible for *
.id to the Needy Blind. '
In April of 1937,
there were 565 Aid to the Needy Blind Clients; the 1930

census lists the blind population of the state as 1,252,

this is, as has been noted before, in all probabilities
an incorrect estimate.

In the 1935 Census of the physically
a 38 per cent sample of the

Handicapped in Louisiana,

population was surveyed in order to ascertain the disabled
population of the state.

totully, blind aJ1(j 1
435
*

695 persons were found to be
persons had such

fects as to be handicapped.

artiul visual de

Of this group, 85 of the totally

blind and 296 of the persons with partial visual handicape
were found to be gainfully employed.

17

Assuming that this

represents a fair population sample, it can be estimated

that 1,(331 persons in the state are totully blind and that
3,795 persons suffer from partial visual defects.

pprox-

imately 88 per cent of the totully blind and 80 per cent of

^Louisiana Acts. 1936. No. 53.
1G

Census of the Phy si cully Bandies ;>ped in Louisiana
(Department of Education, 1935).
17Lbid.
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TABLE

IX

AMOUNT OF AID TO THE NEEDY BLIND ASSISTANCE}
J ANUARY-DECEMBER 1937♦ * ****
Average Grant

Month

Number of Cases

January

723

413.41

February

803

12.81

march

812

13.12

April

848

13.19

May

881

12.80

June

834

8.69

July

831

13.10

August

815

13.14

September

684

13.98

October

597

13.71

November

774

12.91

December

818

12.73

785

112.75

Monthly Average

***Anaual Report of the >tute Department of xUblic
_M_elfaro (state of Louisiana, 1937), pp, 30-1, state
Documents, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
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the partially blind would not be gainfully employed.
All applicants for Aid to the Needy Blind must be

examined thoroughly by physicians appointed by the State
Department of Public welfare.

It is stipulated that these

physicians must be skilled in the diseases of the human

eye, and be actively engaged in the treatment of such dis
The individuals in the parishes who are in need of

eases.

eye treatment, either to prevent blindness or to restore eye
sight, and who are not reasonably able to pay for such treat

ment are eligible for temporary assistance from the parish
departments.
V.

AID TG DEPENDENT CHILDHEN

Adequate prevision for the care and protec
tion of children is important not only from
an individual point of view, but also in
respect to the future well being of society
generally. "The treatment of the child may
be considered as a forecast of social ohange
because in the status and nature of the child
are expressed the knowledge and hopes and the
values of a people which they are building
into a future society." The conditions under
which children are born and develop have been
shown to produce lasting effects upon the
personality and thus to shape the capaci
ties of the coming generation.

IB

John M. Gillette and James M. heinhardt, Current
Social problems (New York: The American Book Company,
1933, p. 571.
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In formulating a bill looking toward the welfare of
children, the Federal and State Legislative Bodies have

been cognizant of the fact that one of the conditions effect

ing the welfare of children is the Increasing tendency of
mothers to work away from home.

"The purpose of legisla

tion for aid to dependent children has been to prevent the
disruption of families on the grounds of poverty alone,

and to enable the mother to stay at home and devote herself
to housekeeping and the care of her children.
A dependent child according to the Louisiana Acts

means a "needy child under the age of sixteen who has been
deprived of parental support by reason of the death, con
tinued absence from home, or by the physical or mental in

capacity or a parent."20

The child must be living with a
9

relative in his home or with a parent in his home.

During

the month of April 1937, $149,452.52 was spent in assisting
a total of 18,597 children.

The average paid per child

was $8.06, while the average paid per family or case was

$23.62.

13Supra.. note 4, o. 233.
£°Louisiana .acts, 1936, No. 57.
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TABLE X
AMOUNT OF AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN:
JANUAKY-DfiCEAlBER 1937
**
•
*

Average Grant

Month

Number of CaseB

January

5,593

$23.38

February

5,782

23.70

March

6,036

23.73

April

’ 6,328

23.62

May

6,678

23.60

June

6,737

13.13

July

7,032

21.04

August

7,573

21.91

September

7,718

22.30

October

7,932

19.81

November

7,771

20.44

Deceiaber

7,857

20.84

6,920

$21.34

Monthly Average

****Annuul Report of the Btate Department of i ubljo
«<e If are (State of Louisiana, 1937j, pp. 30-1, sTate
document g, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
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VI.

PUBLIC ASSISTANCE 1937

Statistical reports of the state Department of Jhxblic

Welfare show that for the month of April, 1937, grants-ln-aid
totaling £496,268.04 were distributed to 34,172 clients,

with an average grant of v14.52.

This indicates an in

crease of 154.1 per cent in the amount of assistance , a
92.06 per cent increase in the number of cuses and an ad
vance of <3.57 over the same period the previous year, when

the state reasswaed control of the parish units and relief
was again administered by the Emergency Relief Administration.
For the entire year of 1937, a total of

5,791,741.21

was expended by the Department of itiblic welfare for publlo
assistance purposes, in a program whereby the parishes, the
Federal Government and the state cooperated in a program

whioh aimed to relieve destitute conditions among people in
capable of employment•

;>.nnua 1 Report of the state Department of Public
elfare (state of Louisiana, 1937), pp. 30-317”State
Documents, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
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TABLE XI

AMOUNT OF PUBLIC ASSISTANCE
JANUARY-DECEMBER 1937’
average Grant

Month

Number of Casas

January

27,045

<15.06

February

29,346

14.87

March

31,606

14.64

April

34,172

14.52

May

36,995

14.31

June

36,839

9.99

July

37,671

13.26

August

39,597

13.68

September

40,132

13.80

October

38,929

12.69

November

39,148

12.67

December

39,649

12.83

35,927

13.44

Monthly Average

*Annual Report of the State Department of Public
Welfare (£>tate of Louisiana, 1937), pp. 30-317 State
boouments, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
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TABLE XII
PUBLIC ASSIST^CE EXPENDITURE: 1937*

Coat of
Parish
and State

Cost of
Federal
Government

Total

A.D.C.

♦1,192,977.42

$579,330.61

♦1,772,308.03

A.K.B.

59,129.04

12,016.50

71,208.54

O.A.A.

1,327,404.96

1,319,355.92

2,646,760.88

Other

1,301,463.76

Total

♦3,881,008.18

1,301,463.76
11,910,703.03

♦5,791,741.21

*AMmaX iisiffiil 2| Ifes.
21 yg>U,«
welfare (State of Louis 1 ana, 1937), pp. 30-1/3tat.e
Documents, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
The monthly average of cases assisted by the Departvant

of Lublle Welfare was 35,927; these ranged from 27,045 in
January to 40,132 in September.

The average monthly grant

ranged from $15.06 in January to $9.99 in June when the
amount of grants was out because of insufficient funds.

22
Documents, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.

;P
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SUMMARY

Louisiana, along with the other states, had made attempts

to give certain groups of dependent persons assistance

prior to 193G, but it was not until the Federal Government
entered into a program of social security and offered
grant-in-aid to the several states for public assistance

purposes, that a co-ordinated national program resulted.

In providing state autonomy, the setting of minimum stand
ards on the Federal level and requiring state participation

in order to share in the benefits provided by the Social
Security Act, a system of public assistance was inaugurated
which combined all the advantageous characteristics of both
centralized administrative policies and States Rights, yet

avoided the evil effects of over-centralization and the

resulting "red tape" of federalization.

CHAPTBh VII

CONCLUSION

The responsibility of caring for disabled persons in

the population has rested upon several Institutions:

the

family, the church, and private charity agencies, local
governing units and, finally, the state and nation.

The first legislative provisions for the care of needy
individuals physically Incapable of employment aimed only to

assist "sick and distressed strangers,” in particular

localities.Not until 40 years had elapsed, were proo
visions made for a state-wide program of assistance.
These
were incorporated in an act of 1880 which was the fore

runner of a series of legislative provisions giving aid to

particular groups of the population; the blind, the crippled
the aged and mothers of dependent children.

All of these

provisions were administered by the local police juries,
and such assistance programs as they provided were marked by

^Louisiana Acts, 1841, p. 31.

^Louisiana Acts, 1880, No. 42.
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a lack of integration, inefficient administration and
insufficient financial support.
In 1932, the Federal Government entered into a program
of work relief, which was planned only to relieve the

emergency of the moment.

..ith the inauguration of President

Roosevelt, other work relief programs were created, but

these, loo, were not of a permanent nature.

These systems

were most important in that they paved the way for taking

assistance and relief out of the hands of innumerable

charity agencies and inefficient local units and inaugurating
a state and nation-wide plan of assistance.

On August 14, 1935, the Social Security Act was signed

by President Roosevelt, which, among other things, provided

for a Federal-state co-operative program of assistance to
dependent children, the aged, and the blind.

In Louisiana,

Federal funds, available as a result of the Act, stimulated
state legislative provision regarding care of dependent indi

viduals, and there was created a State Department of Fublio

Welfare, which was charged with the duty of administering
a public assistance program.

The Department of Public Welfare of the State of Louisiana
has been functioning only a little over a year; it is as
yet in its formative stages.

Mr. A. R. Johnson, Commissioner

of Public Welfare, in his message to the legislature pointed
out that it was necessary "to take oognizance of our mistakes
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and our feilures which automatically accompany attainment."34

It is true that the program does not as yet function with
a maximum amount of efficiency.
The parish boards, under Act 14 of 1936,are charged with

the duty of appointing a parish director from a list of

persons certified by the state department, of fixing the
salaries of the directors and staff in conformity with

schedules set up by the state department, and seeing that
the parish urogram is executed according to state rules.

Thus,

while the state department makes rules and regulations and
9

sets salary schedules it is the duty of the parishes to see
that they are carried out.

In many instances, the parish

boards functioned inefficiently and frequently were subservi
ent to local Police Jury politics rather than co-operating

with the state department.

The personnel standards of the

parish offices have suffered accordingly.
Another factor which affected the public assistance

program was inadequacy of funds both on the part of the state

and the parishes.

It has been estimated that there are an

additional 15,000 to 20,000 needy persons in the state who

have been denied assistance because of the lack of funds.
*

3

Annual Report of the State Pepa rtment of .ubllc welfare

4Ibid.
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I.

NEEDS OF HIE PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Since the Federal Social Security Act aimed to establish
a permanent program of public assistance, it is essential

that the state organizations which are charged with the duty

of administering the Federal Act be permanent in nature.

This means that e stable and well-trained group of individuals
should form the personnel, not only on the state level but,
most important, on the parish level where the act comes into
direct contact with the people.

If the program is to

function at all adequately, it is essential tliat sufficient
state funds be raised to finance the program.

Both the

Federal and state statutes provide that certain groups of

individuals are entitled to aid, therefore the system is
partially defeated if funds are only adequate to assist
some of the individuals eligible under the law.

The only persons who are aided under a public assistance
program are those who are incapable of employment, either
because of physical disabilities, immaturity, or old age.

Since rehabilitation is as important as relief, both a preventa

tive and a curative program of medicine should function

along with a program of public assistance so that as many
individuals as possible could be returned to the normal channels
of employment•
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ft. L. Carleton, in his study of State ^dminiatrution in

Louisiana,5 makes certain recommendations concerning the
Department of Public welfare.

In view of recent tendencies and develop
ments in the field of public welfare, and of
new activities and functions undertaken by the
state because of the failure of private insti
tutions to supply the necessary relief, an exam
ination of existing administrative problems will
ordinarily result in one general conclusion, the
average 3tate has entirely too many agencies of
this character acting separately and independent
ly of each other.
There are twenty-nine officers, boards and
commissions in Louisiana, all of them having
to do with some phase of public welfare or re
lief work. This report recommends their abolition
and the creation of a State Department of Public
Welfare in their place. Regardless of the plan
adopted, the Department would have the same inte mal orgp nizat ion.

As Director of the Department, an indi
vidual of recognized ability and experience should
be appointed. The Department would contain four
divisions, each under a chief and an Advisory
Board.

The Division of Charitable Institutions
would have supervision and control of all the
state charity hos itals and sanitariums, and pri
vate institutions doing such work for the state.
The Division of Corrections would have
charge of tne State Prison Farm, and of all
correctional institutions for men, women, and
children.

SR. L. Carleton, ^tate administration In Louisiana
(Louisiana State University Press, 1935), pp. 143-4.
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The Division of Mental Diseases would con
trol all the insane and feeble-minded institutions
of the state. This division should have an out
standing individual as its chief.
The Division of xid and Pensions would have
charge of all pensions and of all social in
surance payments made by the state.

II.

RECENT LEGISLATION

All of the above recommendations have not been met by
the state, for it is a well recognized fact that an agency
or commission once established, tends to continue its existence

as long as there is any function for it to perform, and
reorganization programs are most difficult to inaugurate.
However, quite recent legislation in Louisiana has made defi

nite progress in regard to integrating various welfare
activities and making administrative revisions in the present
organization which will tend to have a staballzlng influence.

The legislation which was recommended by the State Depart

ment of Public rtelfare for enactment at the regular session
of the Louisiana Legislature of 1938 passed both the House
of Representatives end the Senate, and has been approved by

the Governor and only awaits the twenty day period required

by the Constitution before it will become effective.
Act 344 of 1938'Which ammended and rewrote Act 14, of

1936 changed the duties of the parish departments from ad
ministrative to advisory
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Louisiana Acts, 1936; No, 14, Section 12:
The Pariah Department of Public Welfare shall
be charged with the administration of all forms
of public assistance in the parish including
home relief, in-door and out-door care for those
in need, old age assistance, assistance to the
blind, crippled and otherwise handicapped, lbs
care and treatment of dependent, neglected, de
linquent and otherwise handicapped children, except
medical and health services—
Louisiana Acts. 1938; No. 344, Jection 10:

It shall be the duty of the Parish Board of
Public welfare to advise with the farish director
and to suggest such policies and procedures for
local administration as are not in conflict with
any of the state laws or the rules ana regulations
of tne State Department of Public Seifare,
This Bill also creates within the Department of i>ublic Welfare

a Bureau of Public Assistance, a Bureau of Child ..el fare, a
Bureau of Finance, and a Bureau of Research and JLatistics,
These bureaus were previously a functioning part of the state

department, but legislative requirements of their organisation
should tend to lend stability.

Act 596 of 193F, merely combines Acts 33, 53, and 57 of

1936, which provided for Old Age Assistance, Aid to the
Needy Blind and Aid to Dependent Children, respectively, into
one act, and in addition, gives the State Department of . ublla

Welfare the right to "establish adequate standards of personnel

employed in the parish or district departments in the ad
ministration of this act and make the necessary rules and
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regulations to maintain such standards."

Another Bill® makes the State Hospital Board and the State

Department of Public

.elfare Board the sane; it will, however,

cause no change in the administrative set-up as the two

boards were composed of the same members prior to the recent
legislation.

The Luxury Tax, which had been used to support the state
public assistance program, and whiah was nothing more than
a two percent sales tax that exempted many articles from

taxation, was done away with, and a

>elfare Revenue Tax sub7
stituted which levied a straight one percent sales tax.'

Because of the large number of exemptions In the original tax

it was difficult to administer.

The recent tax, while it

lowers the tax rate will prob bly increase the revenue for
the department because it will be better enforced and has a

broader base.
Thus, in Louisiana, after a year of operation, the state

program of public assistance promises to venture onto a more
stable financial and administrative program, and after con

sidering the development erf the program, the mistakes and

failures of the first year, and legislation which aims to make

®Louisiana Acts, 1936, No. 58.
7

Louisiana Acts. 1938, No. 2.
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for a more permanent and efficient organization, it la pos

sible to outline certain principles which should guide any

program of public assistance.
1.

administrative power should be centralized in the
state, although in order to allow for a national
program which would have some degree of intra

state conformity, minimum standards should be set

on the Federal level.
2.

It is both undesirable and dangerous to allow

political interests to affeot or determine the
program on any of the three levels, Federal, state

or local.

The possibility of such a situation tends

to be at a minimum when the first principle is met

and administrative powers are vested in the state
within the framework of a nationally supervised

program.

3.

Parish or county boards of public welfare are most

important agencies when serving as a liason con
tact between the local department and the citizens,
but they should be vested with advisory powers

only.
4.

It is particularly important that the personnel of
the parish departments meet certain requirements, but

it should be kept in mind that this group is in a

face-to-face relation with applicants and clients and
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that knowledge of the local beokground and economic
and social situations is less important than formal

training and education.

APPENDICES
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Appendix A

Relief Level

April 1927

45.37

April 1935

9.95

April 1936

10.95

April 1937

14.52
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AMOUNT

of assistance under the various agencies

April 1927:

Police Juries administered assistance.

April 1935:

Federal Emergency Relief Administration
superseded Emergency Relief Administration
and administered assistance through the
Welfare Units.

April 1936:

State reassumed control of Welfare Units and
direct assistance was granted through Emergency
Relief Administration of the State of Louisiana.

April 1937:

Three months after the creation of the
Department of Public Welfare.
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April 1927

April 1935

April 1936

April 1937

NUMBER OF CASES ASSISTED BY VARIOUS AGENCIES

April 1927:

Police Juries administered assistance.

April 1935:

Federal Emergency Relief Administration
superseded Emergency Relief Administration
and administered assistance through the
Welfare Units.

April 1936:

State reassumed control of Welfare Units and
direct assistance was granted through Emergency
Relief Administration of the State of Louisiana.

April 1937:

Three months after the creation of the
Department of Public Welfare.
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♦From: State Department of Public Welfare
Re port, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, 1930.
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